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Executive summary
This report aims at summarising a framework for a future numerical groundwater model for
the Peel region that may be required to support a decision-making process relating to
potential amendments to the current water allocations in the Peel Food Zone. The report
incorporates the outcome of other project publications (Braimbridge, et al, 2018; Barron et
al., 2019; Gerber et al., 2019; Harris et al., 2019; Turnadge et al. (under review)). This study
has advanced the hydrogeological characterisation reported by Davidson (1995), Hall et al.
(2010) and Marillier et al. (2012) by incorporating the 3D geological model of Olierook et al.
(2015) with the seismic and airborne electromagnetic (AEM) data, lithological data,
environmental tracer analysis and barometric efficiency analyses.
Hydrogeological conceptualisation
The study has revealed new insights into the sub-surface architecture that enhances
groundwater system conceptualisation. The clay-rich layer between the Superficial and
Leederville formations is absent in some areas, which are likely to form “recharge windows”
between the two aquifers. The Serpentine fault zone spanning about 500 m is marked by
displacements of up to 50 m within the Leederville Formation with considerable structural
differences that compartmentalise the groundwater flow system; this fault zone is likely to
form a hydraulic boundary for the east-west groundwater fluxes. West of the fault zone, the
top and particularly the base of the Leederville Formation members are relatively flat with a
thickness that ranges from 120 m to 220 m. The Leederville Formation was characterised to
be confined by the estimated barometric efficiency of aquifers. The South Perth Shale, a
regional aquitard, lies underneath the Leederville Formation. The Rockingham Sand was
identified in AEM data as more resistive strata, spatially marked by the above mentioned
“recharge window”; the available information supports the channel origin of this formation,
indicating that it was likely incised into the Leederville Formation, thus contrasting with
previous hypotheses that it is a member of the Leederville Formation. In the south west, the
Rockingham Sand aquifer is unconfined/semiconfined. East of the fault zone, the Leederville
Formation thins out and is likely to be more hydraulically conductive. The underlining
regional aquitard formed by the South Perth Shale also thins, thus allowing vertical
connection between the Leederville Formation and the Cattamarra Coal Measures. The
Cattamarra Coal Measures are likely to be composed of a series of high and low AEM
conductive layers, which can potentially form a productive aquifer.
The lithology analysis enhanced the characterisation of the hydraulic properties of the
Superficial Formation. The mapped 5-m deep hydraulic conductivity layers represent aquifer
heterogeneity in a numerical model with the underlying 1-m resolution data set defining the
variability within a layer, which can be used in stochastic simulations to produce
probabilistic heads/drawdowns. In addition, pumping tests outcomes and previous
published information were summarised to inform the hydraulic properties of the
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Leederville Formation and Cattamarra Coal Measures aquifers. The local information can be
up-scaled using the AEM outputs as an extrapolation platform.
Groundwater hydrogeochemical signature of the various aquifers suggested that there is
limited hydraulic connectivity between (i) Leederville Formation and deeper formations
west of the fault zone and (ii) within the Leederville Formation west and east of the fault
zone. On the other hand, the hydraulic connectivity between Leederville Formation and
Cattamarra Coal Measures east of the fault zone is more extensive. Horizontal fluxes prevail
in the Leederville and Yarragadee Formations west of the identified fault zone; recharge to
the Leederville Formation in the west is minimal (less than 1.5 mm/yr based potentiometric
surface interpretation), as also indicated by the absence of modern groundwater
component (based on environmental tracer analysis). Vertical fluxes prevail across all
formation in the east from the fault zone; the median estimated recharge is 23 mm/yr
based on environmental tracers. The identified saline water wedge along the north-south
part of the Serpentine River channel suggests that the regional groundwater flow in the
Superficial Formation mostly discharges into reaches of the Serpentine River.
Structure and implementation of future numerical model
Based on a groundwater system conceptualisation, the physical and hydrological boundaries
and key processes for a future groundwater model were identified. A future numerical
model should include at least the three main aquifers, namely, the Superficial Formation,
Leederville Formation and Cattamarra Coal Measures aquifers. A realistic representation of
the discontinuous confining layer that separates the Superficial Formation and Leederville
Formation aquifers is warranted as such areas can act as potential windows of recharge
between the two aquifers. The model should correctly represent the connection between
the Leederville Formation and the underlying formations.
West of the fault zone, the aquitard is represented by the South Perth Shale where the
formation is flat. East of the fault zone, the aquitard is not well defined. It is likely to be
associated with discontinuous, high conductivity layers, which are likely to be affected by
various faults. It was demonstrated that the fault zone has an influence on flow dynamics
within the study area, and hence warrants its representation in a future numerical model.
On the western side of the study area, and due to the saline wedge, the Serpentine River
may act as a hydrological boundary rather than the ocean. Recent declining heads in the
Leederville Formation and Cattamarra Coal Measures need be implemented as timedependents head boundary condition. Several hydrological processes were deemed to be
critically important for adequate assessment of groundwater resources and thus need to be
accounted for in a numerical groundwater model with the relevant MODFLOW packages
clearly described.
Analytical modelling approach
As numerical modelling was outside the scope of this project, some groundwater processes
were modelled using the analytical elements method with the main goal of demonstrating
the probabilistic modelling approach for the risk assessment associated with groundwater
use. The model predictions (drawdowns) due to groundwater extraction, were presented as
| 11

probabilities of exceeding certain drawdown thresholds. In this work, three model
parameters were stochastically assigned, namely, aquifer hydraulic conductivity, streambed
resistance, and the location of extraction points within identified zones constrained by
critical environmental assets. A steady state, single-layer model that represents the
Superficial Formation within the study region was developed using the analytical element
software Timml. Outcome of the risk assessment for groundwater dependent ecosystems
has identified the location of potential areas where the impacts of future groundwater
extractions were deemed to be minimal. The output of the modelling is a set of probability
contour of exceeding drawdown thresholds of up to 1 m; it is emphasised that these
estimates are at steady state and are hence very conservative. The main purpose of the
analytical modelling was to demonstrate the probabilistic approach to assess the impacts of
future groundwater development within the context of environmental constraints.
Uncertainties, limitations and future work
The current study has significantly advanced the conceptualisation of the Peel groundwater
system in addition to highlighting knowledge gaps. The hydraulic significance of the
Serpentine Fault zone requires additional seismic surveys to reveal the spatial extent of the
apparent compartmentalisation east and west of the fault zone. The Mandurah fault that
was proposed by Marillier et al. (2012) as a boundary between a proposed Rockingham
Member and the Wanneroo Member of the Leederville Formation was not evident in AEM
data or other data (although it may be present in deeper formations). The exact extent of
the Rockingham Sand remains uncertain. An additional seismic survey in the area,
associated with “recharge windows” and marking the Rockingham Sand occurrence, could
help to reduce this uncertainty. The aquifer connectivity across the identified “recharge
windows” are uncertain due to the lack of bore infrastructure in these areas. The vertical
extent of the saline wedge under the Serpentine River from the Superficial Formation into
the underlying Leederville Formations remains uncertain. Hydraulic properties of the
Cattamarra Coal Measures zone are largely unknown: additional borehole installation and
pumping tests may close this knowledge gap. Some of the above-mentioned limitation are
due to limitation of the existing groundwater monitoring infrastructure. Vertical fluxes
across and within aquifers are limited by the position of the monitoring bores and their
screen intervals. The saline wedge effect on groundwater through flow cannot be fully
quantified based on the existing monitoring bores. All existing artesian monitoring bores
(AM) east of the Serpentine fault zone are installed in the Cattamarra Coal Measures, where
occurrence of an aquifer is unlikely. Future investments to address knowledge would be
more efficient when guided by groundwater modelling that allows testing of alternative
system conceptualisations and carrying out data worth analysis to optimise future data
acquisition.
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1 Introduction
Peel Integrated Water Initiative (PIWI) is a sub-program of the Transform Peel Program that
focuses on diversifying the Peel economy, creating jobs, improving competitiveness,
delivering innovation and building resilience. Water availability is a critical factor for
effective and sustainable regional development, which underpins business development
options and plays an important role in the viability of capital investments. Hence, the
strategic intent of the PIWI is to support development of the Nambeelup Business Park and
the Peel Food Zone via seasonally-independent, climate-resilient sources of water, whilst
simultaneously reducing nutrient loads in water flows across the region. PIWI’s overarching
goal is to achieve sustainable food and water supplies, environmental and water quality
outcomes through a truly integrated approach to water management.

1.1 Study region
The PIWI region is located south of Perth and covers an area of 440 km2 (Figure 1-1). The
region is bounded by the Darling Scarp on the eastern side, the Serpentine River on the
northern and western sides, and by the Dandalup River on the southern end. There are
several streams within the project area, some of which flow throughout the region from the
hill catchments, whereas others are generated within the coastal plains (Figure 1-2).
The main groundwater systems in the region include the Superficial Formations and
Leederville Formation. The Superficial Formations is not a formal stratigraphic unit but
consists of multiple Late Pleistocene and Holocene units. The Leederville Formation has
three members: Pinjar, Wanneroo and Marginiup (Figure 1-3). Previous studies (e.g.
Davidson, 1995; Hall et al., 2010) suggested that the Leederville Formation becomes
confined over short distances and is generally confined at depth. An important feature that
influences groundwater processes in the area is the Serpentine fault zone, which separates
two groundwater systems that are markedly different in their hydrogeochemical signatures,
level of confinement and groundwater flux directions. Groundwater in the study area is
currently used for agricultural activities such as irrigation, horticulture, turf production,
livestock as well as the extractive industry (particularly sand mining). The seven
groundwater management areas that cover the PIWI region are either fully or partially
located within the study area (Figure 1-2). Groundwater use has increased over the past
decades and according to 2016 statistics, it is 14.3 GL (from the Superficial Formation) and
6.8 GL (from the Leederville Formation).
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Figure 1-1 Error! Not a valid bookmark self-reference.The PIWI region showing study area, main towns and
rivers
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Figure 1-2 Groundwater management areas and main rivers within study area
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Figure 1-3 Stratigraphy of the Peel region. This table is compiled from information from multiple references
and sources, including Davidson (1995), Mory and Iasky, 1996, Gorter et al. (2004), Geoscience Australia
(2018)

The vegetation complexes on the Darling Scarp are intact and have a large proportion of
their original pre-European distribution still remaining. On the Swan Coastal Plain, extensive
clearing has occurred where most of the vegetation complexes (except the Herdsman
vegetation complex) have less than 30% of their pre-European extent intact. The study area
consists mainly of Banksia low woodland, with Melaleuca swamps and woodlands of
Eucalyptus marginata and Corymbia calophylla (and Eucalyptus gomphocephala west of
current project area). Approximately 2500 potentially groundwater dependent features
were identified in the region, including terrestrial vegetation and extensive wetland areas,
as well as 434 km of waterways.
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1.2 Objectives of modelling study
Initially, the modelling activity within the PIWI study was focussed on developing a
Groundwater Management Tool that would support decisions relating to potential
amendments to current water allocations in the Peel Food Zone, aligned with the Peel
Integrated Water Initiative (PIWI) objectives. The tool was aimed at quantifying the
environmental and hydrological risks of future allocations such that groundwater levels are
maintained to preserve ecosystems, flow regimes and water security. However, it was clearly
outlined at early stages that the modelling activities were designed and scoped at a level of
detail and accuracy commensurate with a feasibility level assessment. Hence, the proposed
modelling tool was considered as a precursor for future allocation planning based on more
complex and costly numerical models.
During the project, complexities including discontinuities in the confining layer separating the
Superficial Formations and Leederville Formation, uncertainty in hydrostratigraphy within the
eastern side of the study region east of a fault zone and the identification of a saline wedge
under the Serpentine River meant that the project focus required adjustment. As a result, the
objective of the modelling activity was realigned to focus more on preparing for the
development of a future numerical model that can handle the complexities of the
groundwater system in this region. The analytical modelling tool was implemented in a pilot
study to demonstrate how a probabilistic approach can inform future allocations by providing
exceedance drawdown contours for various allocations. Hence, the objectives of this report
are:
1. Develop a framework for a future numerical model, which includes:
a. Conceptualisation of geology and hydrogeology including model boundaries,
spatial discretisation, and hydraulic properties.
b. Identify the main hydrologic processes that are relevant to the study area.
c. Describe the Modflow packages that are deemed necessary to model the
identified key groundwater processes.
d. Identify constraints to the groundwater allocation process that ensure the
protection of critical groundwater-dependent environmental assets.
2. Develop a simple steady state analytical model for the Superficial Formation to
a. Demonstrate a probabilistic modelling approach for risk assessment
associated with groundwater use (based on a single GMA example).
b. Show how the data integration process can better inform the model.
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Part one: Framework for
future numerical
model
This section presents a framework for a future numerical groundwater model for the PIWI
region. Firstly, based on previous knowledge and considering the new findings of the
current work, a detailed conceptualisation of the hydrogeology is presented. This
knowledge underpins the following parts that include model domain, model boundaries,
hydraulic parameters, and key processes. Given that the most likely software platform to
build a numerical groundwater model would be Modflow, the key Modflow packages that
have the capacity to model the identified key processes are described. Secondly, an
analytical modelling approach is adopted to demonstrate how the data integration exercise
carried out in this study can be implemented within the identified environmental
constraints. An analytical elements model was adopted to demonstrate how a probabilistic
modelling approach can be used to represent various aspects of uncertainties and how they
impact the prediction of drawdowns due to hypothetical future groundwater extractions.
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2 Hydrogeological conceptualisation
An important objective of this project is to provide a better spatial characterisation of the
groundwater systems of the PIWI study region. These include the extent and thickness of
the hydro-stratigraphic units and aquifer interaction through integration of the existing and
newly acquired geological, hydrogeological, hydrochemical and geophysical data. This
information underpins the development of a future numerical groundwater model, it
includes:
1. Data available for the project from earlier research
•

DWER reports (e.g. Davidson, 1995; Hall et al., 2010; Marillier et al., 2012) that
included groundwater system conceptualisation at a spatial scale wider than the
PIWI region (the Serpentine and Murry regions).

•

Aquifers hydraulic properties summarised from (i) published information, (ii) the
re-interpretation of pumping tests and (iii) downhole geophysical data.

•

Pre-existing 3D geological models for the Perth Basin (Olierook et al., 2015) were
tested to assess their applicability to represent the main geological formations
and major hydro-stratigraphic units (Leederville Formation, Yaragadee
Formation, Cattamarra Coal Measures, etc.). The layers of the 3D geological
model were reviewed in the GOCAD/SKUA 3D geological modelling software
(Paradigm™).

2. Newly acquired data
•

Lithofacies modelling, based on the interpretation of the existing lithological and
stratigraphic bore logs. The lithofacies models allows a 3D presentation of
lithological classes, their hydraulic properties, and the associated uncertainties in
the 3D data (see Appendix A1).

•

Interpretation of airborne electromagnetic (AEM) data and seismic reflection
data (reported in Harris et al., 2019). AEM data were collected along a regular set
of east-west (and selected north-south) flight lines to refine the subsurface
architecture and confirm the presence or absence of aquifers. This was further
complemented by a seismic survey along an east-west transect, which aimed to
enhance the understanding of the subsurface geometry of aquifer/aquitard
sequences and identify faults zones.

•

Analyses of high temporal resolution groundwater level data which helped the
characterising the hydraulic properties and confinement of the Leederville
aquifer (reported in Turnadge et al. (under review; also see Appendix A2)
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•

Environmental tracer data (reported in Gerber et al., 2019) that provided an
independent line of evidence on groundwater recharge processes, flow
dynamics, aquifer connectivity and the influence of faults on groundwater flow.

•

Water resources assessment (reported in Barron et al 2019)

The groundwater resources in the study area are associated with the Superficial Formations,
Rockingham Sand, Leederville Formation, and Cattamarra Coal Measures in the east. Due to
the depth of the Yarragadee Formation, it was not considered as a likely source for the
future regional development, and as such, only limited data acquisition was carried out to
characterise this aquifer.

2.1 Major stratigraphic units
Clipped to the wider PIWI assessment area, the top of the main stratigraphic units from the
regional 3D geological model are presented in Figure 2-1, Figure 2-2, Figure 2-3 and Figure
2-4. These include:
•

Top of the Leederville Formation, which also marks a base for the Superficial
Formations and Rockingham Sand;

•

Top of the South Perth Shale (forms a regional aquitard), and

•

Top of the Cattamarra Coal Measures and Yarragadee Formation (can form aquifers).

Most of the bores in the PIWI study area, shown as a vertical line in Figure 2-1 and Figure
2-5, are relatively shallow (typically less than 50 m) and intersect the Superficial Formation.
Only relatively few bores (artesian monitoring bores, AM) intersect bedrock formation
(Leederville Formation, South Perth Shale, Cattamarra Coal Measures and Yarragadee
Formation, see Figure 1-3).
Figure 2-2 and Figure 2-5 show that the top of the Leederville Formation gently dips towards
the west. However, the surface seems to be “eroded” along the western border of the PIWI
region, thus forming a palaeochannel-like feature. This area is likely to be related to the
occurrence of the Rockingham Sand, incised into the Wanneroo Member of the Leederville
Formation. This formation was previously identified in this region by Davidson (1995).
The top of the South Perth Shale forms nearly flat surface in the PIWI region, dipping to the
north, outside the northern boundary of the study area.
A comparison of pre-existing 3D geological model layers (Olierook et al., 2015) with the
newly-acquired seismic reflection data highlights similarities of the mapped layers (Figure
2-6). However, it appears that the regional geological model does not adequately represent
the identified fault zone and the fault zone effect on the formations architecture east and
west of it, this aspect is discussed below.
Despite this observation, the regional geological model is likely to provide sufficient
representation of the major stratigraphic units. Hence, in absence of other more detailed
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local information, it can be adopted for a general conceptualisation of the regional
groundwater systems.

Figure 2-1 3D geological framework showing groundwater bores in the PIWI study area (surface represents
the Coolyena Group; colours on groundwater bore path represent different stratigraphic units).
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Figure 2-2 3D geological framework showing the top of the Leederville Formation. All numbers shown on the
figure represent elevations relative to AHD.

Figure 2-3 3D geological framework showing the top of the South Perth Shale. All numbers shown on the
figure represent elevations relative to AHD.
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Figure 2-4 3D geological framework showing the top of the Cattamarra Coal Measures. All numbers shown
on the figure represent elevations relative to AHD.
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Figure 2-5 East-west cross-section from the 3D geological modelling software (GoCAD-SKUA (Paradigm™))
through the Peel region (colours along bore path represent different stratigraphic formations; the horizontal
lines extending throughout the entire cross-section represents the superimposed locations of mapped
faults).
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Figure 2-6 Comparison of the 2D reflection seismic data and pre-existing regional geological model. This is
not a seismic interpretation.

2.2 Fault zone architecture
Based on interpretation of the AEM and seismic reflection data, three major fault systems
were identified in the region with a high degree of confidence.
•

•

There are two faults (Fault 1 and Fault 2) oriented in a north-south direction, both of
which are clearly visible in the seismic section (Figure 2-7), forming a 500 m fault
zone. This zone is likely to be associated with the so-called Serpentine fault.
Fault 3 runs approximately in a north-south direction and appears to separate
sediments from the basement rocks (Darling Fault) (e.g. Figure 2-9).

The identified faults extend into the Leederville Formation with vertical displacements there
of up to 50 m. As the extension of faulting in Jurassic or older sediments into the younger
Leederville Formation is not common (Harris et al., 2019), this evidence presents a
significant outcome of this study.
Furthermore, an angular unconformity was visible at the base of the Cretaceous Formation,
clearly separating it from the older strata below. To the west of the identified fault zone, the
older sediments are likely to be related to the Yarragadee Formation, in the east –
Cattamarra Coal Measures.
The Serpentine fault zone is an important geological feature, the discovery of which having a
significant influence on conceptualising the regional groundwater system. It was
demonstrated that the fault zone separates the groundwater system into two markedly
different regions with unique hydrogeological characteristics. It also forms a hydrologic
boundary for the east-western side of the groundwater flow system.
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Figure 2-7 Seismic Amplitude of 2D Reflection Seismic: the Interpreted 2D reflection seismic section showing
fault locations (red) and potential layer interfaces ( (i) angular unconformity; (ii) top of conductive
sediments undifferentiated; (iii) likely top of Yarragadee Formation and (iv) base of inferred channel, colour
also show the results of downhole geophysics). The angular unconformity clearly separates the Cretaceous
Leederville Formation sediment from older sediments below. To the west (left) of the fault the older
sediments are likely to be Yarragadee Formation sediments

Figure 2-8 Spatial representation of the fault zones: Serpentine faults (dash line) and Darling fault (thick
line); background – AEM slice at 140-150 m; purple/red – highly conductive; blue – highly resistive
formations
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Figure 2-9 Hydrogeological conceptualisation of the PIWI region
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2.3 Superficial Formations
The more hydraulically conductive layer within the Superficial Formations in the PIWI region
varies in depth from approximately 10 to 25 m (Figure 2-10). This layer is underlain by lower
permeability strata, which can form local confinement but is not spatially continuous. The
confining layer appears to be absent or is too thin to be resolved by the AEM data
interpretation. These areas are likely zones of hydraulic connection between the Superficial
Formation and the Leederville Formation.

2.3.1 Hydraulic properties
Hydraulic characteristics of the major aquifer systems within the PIWI region are estimated
based on historical data, lithofacies modelling, AEM, environmental tracers and historic
pumping test data. While many data sets such as pumping tests provide point information,
other techniques such as environmental tracers integrate aquifer properties and their
influence over a larger spatial scale; the lithofacies models provide a continuous model of
hydraulic properties.
A summary of hydraulic properties for various formation within the Superficial Formation is
shown in Table 2-1 (Marillier et al., 2012) and Appendix A2. There is a wide range of the
parameters, for example, Kh ranges from 0.1 to 10 m/d for the Estuarine and swamp
deposits, whereas it ranges from 5 to 50 m/d for the Bassendean Sand.
Based on the compiled pumping tests data (this study, Appendix A2), transmissivity of the
Superficial Formation ranges from 72 to 2900 m2/d, with a median of 292 m2/d. The
horizontal hydraulic conductivity Kh ranges from 4 to 2479 m/d (with a median of 19 m/d),
based on pumping test data from 38 bores (Appendix A2), and the vertical hydraulic
conductivity Kv ranges from 0.001 to 0.07 m/d (median of 0.03 m/d, based on pumping test
data from 12 bores). Specific yield of the Superficial Formation ranges from 0.003 to 0.31
(median 0.09).
In this project, lithofacies models were developed which enhanced the interpretation of the
internal architecture of sediments and the associated hydraulic property distribution within
the Superficial Formations (Appendix A1). The comparison of the AEM with mapped surface
geology highlights that there is some ambiguity within the shallow subsurface, as there does
not appear to be any distinct relationship between stratigraphic subdivisions of the
Superficial Formation that are classified as aquifers or aquitards (Figure 1-3) and electrically
resistive or conductive intervals identified from the AEM. This may suggest that the surface
geology map requires modification.
The result of the lithology modelling was a three-dimensional data cube with a predicted
lithology class for each grid cell (100 m by 100 m horizontal at 1 m depth intervals) below
the ground surface. The lithological property models can be viewed in a variety of useful
ways such as cross-sections or visualisation through planar transects (Figure 2-11).
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The lithofacies models represented by slices that average the hydraulic properties over 5 m
depth intervals (Figure 2-12) show that there is considerable heterogeneity within the
Superficial Formation. Close to the ground surface (0-5 m below ground surface; Figure
2-12), there is a clear distinction between the western and eastern part of the PIWI region,
with generally higher hydraulic conductivities (mostly in the range of 1-10 m/d, representing
a dominance of sand) in the west, and lower hydraulic conductivities in the east (mostly
ranging between 0.05 and 0.01 m/d, which corresponds to more clay-rich strata). With
increasing depth, this east-westerly pattern becomes less pronounced. Instead, for example
at the intervals of 15-20 and 20-25 m below ground surface (Figure 2-12), there are lenses of
high hydraulic conductivity strata imbedded within dominantly low conductivity areas in the
north and south.
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Figure 2-10 Thickness of the Superficial Formation above the confining layer; blank zone – absence of the
confining layer between the Superficial Formation and Leederville Formation, “recharge windows”
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Table 2-1 Hydraulic properties of various formations in the region (Marillier et al., 2012)
STRATIGRAPHY

KH (RANGE)

KL (RANGE)

M/DAY

M/DAY

SY (RANGE)

SS

Estuarine/swamp

0.1 - 10

0.01 - 1

0.05 - 0.15

5×10-5

Bassendean

5 - 50

0.5 - 5

0.1 - 0.28

1×10-6

Tamala

100 - 1000

10 - 100

0.1 - 0.3

1×10-6

Safety Bay

10 - 15

1 - 1.5

0.1 - 0.28

1×10-6

Guilford

0.1 - 10

0.01 - 1

0.05 - 0.15

5×10-5

Colluvium

1 - 10

0.1 - 1

0.05 - 0.15

5×10-5

Quaternary sands

5 - 20

0.5 - 2

0.15 - 0.32

1×10-6

Yoganup

0.1 - 10

0.01 - 1

0.15 - 0.32

1×10-6

Ascot

1 - 28

0.1 - 2.8

0.15 - 0.32

1×10-6

Kardinia Shale

1×10-4 - 1×10-6

1×10-6 - 1×10-7

0.05 - 0.15

5×10-5

Leederville: Pinjar Member

1-2

5×10-4 - 0.2

0.01 - 0.2

1×10-6

Leederville: Rockingham Member*

5 - 50

0.5 - 5

0.2 - 0.35

1×10-6

Leederville: Wannaroo Member

1 - 21

5×10-4 - 2.1

0.01 - 0.2

1×10-6

Leederville: Mariginiup Member

0.1 - 1

5×10-4 - 0.1

0.01 - 0.2

1×10-6

Cattamarra

1-3

5×10-4 - 0.3

0.05 - 0.2

5×10-5

*in this study this formation is not considered to be part of the Leederville Formation

Figure 2-11 Example of probabilistic conductivity class visualisation
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These differences in hydraulic conductivity between the eastern and western parts of the
PIWI region are also visible in the cross-sectional view (e.g. Figure 2-13). Furthermore, the
cross-sections and corresponding AEM section confirm the presence of a confining unit
below the Superficial Formations. Here, the Superficial Formations are composed of sand
with a hydraulic conductivity of 1-10 m/day, whereas the underlining confining layer is
marked by the presence of clay-rich strata (with a hydraulic conductivity of <0.05 m/day).
The thickness of the Superficial Formations above the confining unit appears to decrease in
the east-westerly direction.

2.3.2 Groundwater processes
The analysis carried out in this study confirmed that groundwater processes in the
Superficial Formation are fragmented, thus forming many smaller localised flow systems
(Figure 2-14). The latter are most likely influenced by local topographic features (i.e.
recharge in elevated areas such as dunes and discharge or evapotranspiration in nearby
low-lying areas). It also supports previous interpretation that the Superficial Formations
incorporates different hydrostratigraphic units that were deposited in very distinct
sedimentary environments and consequently with distinct hydraulic properties.
The estimated annual average groundwater balance components in the Superficial within
the PIWI region can be summarised as follows (see Barron et al., 2019):
•

Average annual gross recharge to the Superficial Aquifer was estimated to be 67.6
GL/yr (or 168 mm). This value includes an assumed 20% return from irrigation and a
50% of summer water releases from water storage in the hills, which together
comprise only 3% of total gross recharge.

•

Evaporative losses from groundwater was estimated to be 59.3 GL/yr (152 mm).

•

Baseflow was approximately 6.0 GL/yr (15 mm).

•

Groundwater abstraction was estimated to be 80% of the annual groundwater
licenced allocation, equating to 4.6 GL/yr (12 mm).
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Figure 2-12 Hydraulic conductivity variability within the Superficial Formation in the PIWI region at various
depths below ground surface.
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Figure 2-13 Cross Section M comparing (A) lithology types (B) Hydraulic conductivity classes (C) Airborne EM
derived electrical conductivities from Seed model 335 and (D) 2D reflection seismic.
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Figure 2-14 Conceptual groundwater systems in the Superficial Aquifer

•

Groundwater leakage to deeper aquifers was estimated to be 4.2 GL/yr (the areaweighted average is 10 mm). Long-term net recharge was estimated to be 6 mm to 7
mm.

The major recent changes in shallow groundwater processes, which influenced other
components of the hydrological cycle, were related to a steady decline in minimum annual
groundwater levels. It was shown that the downward trends ranged spatially from 0.01 m/yr
to more than 0.07 m/yr, leading to:
•

a high proportion of rainfall infiltration (recharge) required to refill the aquifer, as
evident in an observed increase in gross recharge;

•

a later recovery of groundwater levels during the wet season;

•

a lower proportion of rainfall being available for surface inundation, typical for the
region during spring; and

•

a lower proportion of rainfall being available for runoff.

Historically, there has been an excess of seasonal rainfall over the aquifer storage capacity,
which led to waterlogging of large areas estimated to be 17% of the PIWI region (maximum
potential, excluding wetlands, Figure 2-15). Inundation occurred during 70% of the
considered period during which effective rainfall was greater than about 350 mm to 400
mm. Historically, the average annual amount of potential inundation and associated
additional (currently rejected) rainfall infiltration was estimated to be 5.6 GL/yr. Under
historical climate, this resource could have been considered as an additional water resource.
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Figure 2-15 Potential area of surface inundation (surface sinks), expressed in mean depth of the potential
water storage (mm) per cell (25 m by 25 m); a product of Urban Monitor
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One of the key findings in the current project is the delineation of a saline wedge below the
Serpentine River, which exists along the north-south part of the Serpentine River channel
(Figure 2-16). This saline water wedge, which was spatially mapped in three dimensions,
indicates that the regional groundwater flow in the Superficial Aquifer does not pass the
channel along the identified reaches of the Serpentine River, suggesting that a larger
component of groundwater discharges to the Serpentine River than to the ocean as
previously conceptualised.
There are still some knowledge gaps associated with the fluxes across the “windows” where
the confining layer between the Superficial and Leederville Formation is absent. In addition,
the effect of the subsurface discharge from the Darling Scarp towards the aquifers within
the coastal plains including the Superficial Aquifer is not clearly defined (localised recharge
or diffuse from the regolith).

Figure 2-16 The saline water interface under the Serpentine river system
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2.3.3 Climate change
Under projected climate changes (see Charles, et al 2018, and Barron, et al, 2019), a
reduction in renewable water resources (approximated as effective rainfall) was deemed to
be likely:
•

for the 2030 scenarios, effective rainfall is projected to decline by 20%, 29% and 35%
for wet, med and dry scenarios, respectively,

•

for the 2050 projection - 24%, 51% and 41% (wet, medium and dry).

Gross recharge under particularly dry future climate scenarios are projected to decline by
26% (2030-dry) and 45% (2050-dry). If the climate change effect leads to a further
groundwater level decline with a similar pattern to historical trends, gross recharge is
projected to decline by 32% (2030-dry) and 48% (2050-dry).

2.3.4 Environmental water requirement associated with Superficial Aquifer
Groundwater supports approximately 2500 potentially groundwater dependent features
including riparian and other native terrestrial vegetation as well as extensive wetland areas
(Figure 2-17). Environmental water requirements associated with the Superficial Aquifer a
significant constraint to groundwater resources development.
A risk assessment for groundwater dependent ecosystems (GDEs) was undertaken based on
an existing methodology (Froend et al. 2004) recommended by the Department of Water
and Environmental Regulation (DWER). The methodology did not include on-ground
observations on ecosystem health (in relation to water stress or other) and was based on
spatial analysis of existing data sets. The assessment was completed in the following steps
Braimbridge et al. (2018):
•

Identify potential GDEs and determine their current depth to groundwater based on
a mean seasonal maximum groundwater depth.

•

Assess environmental value/conservation significance of GDEs using a range of
datasets including documented occurrences of threatened species or communities
(under State or Federal environmental legislation), high value wetlands (mapped as
conservation category wetlands) or otherwise documented regionally significant
ecosystems (e.g., Bush Forever sites, Ramsar wetlands).

•

Assess historical groundwater change over approximately the past 10 years, as past
declines in groundwater could mean that ecosystems could be already under water
stress, and are therefore more susceptible to any further groundwater level
drawdowns.

•

Rate the susceptibility of impact to additional drawdown (based on steps 1-3).

•

Determine maximum drawdown thresholds for future groundwater abstraction
(maximum groundwater drawdown allowed in the next 10 years).
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The environmentally sensitive areas cover approximately 16% of the study region.
Approximately 65% GDEs were as of high environmental value. In the project, maximum
drawdown thresholds for potential groundwater dependent ecosystems were estimated
(see Braimbridge et al, 2019). This means that for these GDEs, any additional groundwater
drawdown from future groundwater abstraction would pose an unacceptable risk of
impacts from reduced water availability (Figure 2-18).

Figure 2-17 Potential groundwater dependent ecosystems and streams for project area
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Figure 2-18 Maximum drawdown thresholds for potential groundwater dependent ecosystems

The analysis provided an insight into the connectivity between wetlands the Superficial
Aquifer. The wetlands were identified as being fully connected, partly connected or
disconnected (Figure 2-19).
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Figure 2-19 Outlines of existing wetlands overlying electrical conductivity depth slices at 10 m depth below
surface
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2.4 Rockingham Sand
The knowledge on the extent and the characteristics of the Rockingham Sand aquifer are
limited. The currently available information, including from the current study, supports the
conceptualisation that the Rockingham Sand is of a fluvial origin, composed of sediments
deposited in a paleo-channel-like feature. However, an alternative conceptualisation was
described in Marrilier et al. (2012), where the Rockingham Sand was hypothesised as an
equivalent unit to the Wanneroo Member of the Leederville Formation west of the
proposed Mandurah Fault. In this conceptual model, the Rockingham Sand is juxtaposed in
its entire thickness against the Wanneroo Member. Furthermore, according to the
conceptual model by Marrilier et al. (2012), the fault displacement does not extend into the
underlying Marginiup Member of the Leederville Formation. The comparison of the existing
regional 3D geological model layers (Olierook et al., 2015) with the cross-sections and
conceptual model presented by Marrilier et al. (2012) highlights the differences in
conceptualisation (Figure 2-20).

Figure 2-20 Comparison of proposed geological layers structure by Marrilier et al. (2015) and the regional 3D
geological layer structure by Olierook et al. (2015)
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The evidence of the Rockingham Formation occurrence (such as bore logs) coincides with
the area where confining layer between the Superficial Formation and Leederville
Formation aquifers is absent in the west from the Serpentine Fault (Figure 2-10). This could
indicate that the fluvial processes, which led to the deposition of the Rockingham Sand, also
caused the erosion of the confining layer.
However, the newly acquired data cannot entirely resolve this uncertainty of the
Rockingham Sand spatial extent. On some AEM sections (section A-A’, B-B’ and F-F’ on
Figure 2-22), there appears to be an area in the western part of the study area where
particularly resistive sediments extent to a greater depth (e.g. to a depth of approximately
100 m below ground surface) with no apparent confining layer present). In contrast, there is
no evidence from AEM data on the presence of the proposed Mandurah Fault, which
according to the previous hydrogeological conceptualisation proposed by Marrilier et al.
(2012) should be marked as a distinct boundary. However, there are some limitations when
using AEM to understand the relationship between Rockingham Sand and Leederville
Formation and in defining the absolute extent of the Rockingham Sand. In particular, the
Wanneroo Member, the more resistive member of the Leederville Formation and the
Rockingham Sand may not necessarily show a significantly different conductivity structure in
AEM sections, due to similarities in hydraulic properties as previously suggested by pumping
test data. Due to access issues, it was not possible to extend the seismic section further to
the west, which means that the seismic data cannot help to better characterise the
subsurface structure in the central-western part of the study area and define the
relationship between Rockingham Sands and Leederville Formation.
Bore logs provided additional confirmation on the Rockingham Sand origin. Walker (2012)
characterised the deposits, which occurred deeper than 30 m, as coarse round sands with
largest particles over 5 mm and the majority 1 mm to 3 mm composed almost entirely of
silica. This composition is very distinct from all members of the Leederville Formation and is
more consistent with deposition of fluvial channel deposits, and the geometry from the
geophysical and geological data indicates that it may be incised into the Leederville
Formation, which would indicate that it is not a member of the Leederville Formation.
Some additional information is available in the south west of the region. The aquifer here is
unconfined/semiconfined (see Turnadge et al (under review) for details). The Rockingham
Sand is highly conductive. Some pumping tests led to transmissivity estimation as 938 m2/d
and conductivity up to 70 m/d.
However, groundwater fluxes, including recharge estimation, could not be used to clarify
due to limited groundwater monitoring infrastructure. Considering on-going knowledge
gaps, alternative conceptualisation could be used to represent the Rockingham Sand in
future groundwater model developments.
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2.5 Leederville Formation
The Leederville Formation within the PIWI region primarily consists of the Wanneroo and
Mariginiup members, composed of siltstones and shales, with beds of sandstones,
deposited predominantly in marine environments. The Wanneroo member is known to be
more transmissive than the Mariginiup member (see Table 2 1) with a ten-time greater
hydraulic conductivity than the Mariginiup Member (Marillier et al., 2012b). The Pinjar
Member, the youngest member of the Leederville Formation has only been identified in two
bores in the study area (AM59 and AM63).
The Leederville Formation aquifer is generally considered to become confined with depth
(e.g. Davidson, 1995 and Davidson and Yu, 2008). Marillier et al. (2012b) indicated that an
aquiclude (Osborne Formation) is only present in the northern part of the study area.
In addition to the delineation of the Leederville Formation as a major stratigraphic unit
(based on the Perth basin geological model), the available AEM data helped delineate the
more hydraulically conductive strata.
To the west from the fault zone, the spatial variability of the thickness of the Leederville
generally ranges between approximately 120 to 220 m (mostly around approximately 180
m), based on the interval thickness between the base of the Superficial Formation and the
top of the South Perth Shale (Harris et al., 2019). The AEM and seismic images confirm that
the top and base of the Leederville Formation in the west are marked by relatively flat
surfaces, indicating low hydraulic gradients.
Throughout the entire area west of the fault, the Leederville Formation is underlain by the
South Perth Shale, a regional aquitard that marks the transition from a sandstonedominated (Leederville Formation) to a shale-dominated formation.
To the east from the fault zones, the Leederville Formation thins out. Furthermore, unlike in
the west where the layer structure is generally flat, a more complex subsurface geometry is
apparent. AEM images suggest that the Leederville Formation east of the fault may be
represented by more hydraulically conductive strata (e.g. Wanneroo Member). As observed
in the seismic imagery, unlike in the west, there is no distinct seismic reflector present in
between the Leederville Formation and underlying Jurassic strata. This is likely to be due to
the thinning of the South Perth Shale. It also suggests that there is a high potential for
vertical hydraulic connectivity between the Leederville Formation and underlying
formations in the east (which was confirmed by the environmental tracers analysis).
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Figure 2-23 North-South electrical conductivity depth sections. Section I-I’ lies west of the main N-S running
fault zone; Section J-J’ and K-K’ lies to the east (see Figure 2-21 for these sections position). Note the
position of gas, electrical and water lines. The layer representing the top of the deeper conductive unit
generally represents the limit of effective layer resolution of the AEM system

2.5.1 Hydraulic properties
Hydraulic properties for different members of the Leederville Formation vary considerably
(Marillier et al., 2012, Table 2-1). For the Wanneroo and Marginiup members, the two major
members of the Leederville Formation in the PIWI region, Kh ranges from 1 to 21 m/d and
0.1 to 1 m/d, respectively. The compiled pumping tests data (Appendix A2) suggest that
transmissivity for the Leederville Formation ranges from 310 to 665 m2/d. Mean porosity
values for the Leederville Formation based on downhole resistivity logs is 0.15 and 0.16,
calculated from 16” and 64”downhole resistivity log data, respectively. Storativity ranges
from 2 × 10–4 to 5 × 10–4 (based on eight production bores).
The lack of lithological information for the Leederville Formation indicates that the
lithofacies models would have a large uncertainty. However, integration of the lithofacies
models with the AEM model can assist in better regional characterisation of the hydraulic
properties of the Leederville Formation.
No hydrochemical, environmental tracer or pumping test data are available to assist the
characterisation of the South Perth Shale. As described above, the South Perth Shale is an
aquitard that forms an important marker horizon. It is a strong reflector in seismic data and
is clearly defined in the AEM data as a highly conductive unit, thus marking the base of the
Leederville Formation. To the west of the fault zone, the interface between the South Perth
Shale and the underlying strata cannot be resolved from the AEM.
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2.5.2 Groundwater processes in the Leederville Formation west and east of the
fault zone
Based on radiocarbon data, the groundwater flow is horizontal within the Leederville
Formation west of the fault zone. The horizontal groundwater flow velocity is estimated to
be within a range of 0.35 – 0.93 m/year (Gerber et al., 2019). At this stage, the absence of
detection of a young groundwater component in within the Leederville Formation means
that recent recharge in this area is absent or very limited. Based on potentiometric surface
interpretation, recharge was on average estimated to be less than 1.5 mm/yr (Barron, et al,
2019).
West of the fault zone, groundwater within the Leederville Formation is hydrochemically
distinct from groundwater within the Leederville Formation east from the fault zone,
indicating that there is no mixing of groundwater across the fault zone (Gerber et al., 2019).
Furthermore the difference in the hydraulic pressure within the Leederville Formation west
and east from the fault zone (Barron et al. 2019) also supports the conceptualisation of the
fault zone as a hydraulic barrier which limits connectivity within the Leederville aquifer.
Water quality in the Yarragadee Formation west of the fault is also distinct from water in
the Leederville formation, further suggesting lack of vertical connectivity between aquifers
in these formations.
In the east of the fault zone, the Leederville Formation is hydraulically connected to the
underlining and overlying formations with vertical fluxes prevailing across all aquifers. The
recharge was estimated as 23 mm/yr (Error! Not a valid bookmark self-reference.) (Gerber
et al., 2019). The aquifer was characterised as unconfined, based on the barometric
efficiency analysis.
This was also confirmed by the findings that groundwater hydrochemical signature within
the Leederville Formation and underlining Cattamarra Coal Measures here are similar.
The difference in the vertical aquifers connectivity east and west of the fault zone is likely to
be controlled by the absence/presence of the South Perth Shale: it forms a thick aquitard
that separates the Leederville Formation from underlying formations west of the fault zone
but thins out or becomes absent east of the fault zone.
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Table 2-2 Recharge rates and fluxes (Gerber et al., 2019)
RECHARGE RATE
[MM/YR]

VERTICAL FLUX
[GL/YR]

HORIZONTAL VELOCITY OF
GROUNDWATER [M/YR]

HORIZONTAL FLUX [GL/YR]

Eastern Cluster
(Leederville, Yarragadee &
Cattamarra)

23±103

4.5±2.0

n.d.

n.d.

Leederville (West)

n.d.

n.d.

0.35 – 0.93

0.35±0.22

Yarragadee & Cattamarra
(West)

n.d.

n.d.

0.4 – 0.83

1.58±0.70

The saline water interface previously mentioned may extend downwards to the South Perth
Shale. This inferred saline wedge may form an “impermeable barrier” to the westward
groundwater flow within the Leederville Formation. However, the uncertainty in AEM
interpretation means that the model development should consider two alternative
conceptualisations:
•

the saline wedge does or does not extends down to the Mariginiup Member of the
Leederville Formation or

•

the saline wedge does or does not influence on groundwater flow in the Leederville
Formation.

2.6 Yarragadee Formation and Cattamarra Coal Measures
The Jurassic Yarragadee Formation is a multi-layered potential aquifer composed of
felspathic sandstone, and thin beds of shale, siltstone, conglomerate and coal (
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Table 2-1Error! Reference source not found.). It only occurs to the west of the fault zone.
Due to the depth of the Yarragadee Formation, it was not considered as a likely source for
future development, and as such, only limited investigations were conducted within this
project to characterise this aquifer.
The Cattamarra Coal Measures, located east of the fault zone, is composed of fine to coarsegrained sandstones with interbedded siltstone and claystone and coal seams with
thicknesses of up to 11 m. The layer structure of the Cattamarra Coal Measures is complex
but could be inferred based on AEM and seismic data east of the fault zone (Section J-J’ and
K-K’ on Figure 2-23). The Cattamarra Coal Measures forms a series of low and high
conductivity strata. Low conductivity strata (blue colours in Figure 2-24) were identified as
sandy formations which are likely to form an aquifer.
On seismic reflection images (see Figure 2-7), a lack of discernible reflectivity at the
identified unconformity highlights the possibility of hydraulic connection across this
stratigraphic boundary. This drop in reflectivity in seismic images along this interface was
broadly coincident with higher resistivity and the absence of distinct geo-electrical
boundaries in the AEM, suggesting hydraulic connection across all formations.

Figure 2-24 Plan view of the electrical conductivity at depth 140 mBGL and 200 mBGL, indicating the strata
with high and low conductivity

This is also supported by the independent line of evidence such as the results of the
hydrochemical and environmental tracer analysis (Gerber et al., 2019).
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2.6.1 Hydraulic properties
Hydraulic parameter estimates for the Cattamarra Coal Measures are presented in Table 2-3
and Table 2-4. The hydraulic conductivity of the Cattamarra Coal Measures ranges from 1 to
3 m/d (Table 2-3). Based on pumping test data, the transmissivity of the Cattamarra Coal
Measures ranges from 270 to 620 m2/d (based on pumping test data from four bores). Kh
ranges from 3 to 5 m/d (based on 3 bores). Storativity ranges from 5×-6 to 5×-4, respectively.
Coal seams have a high lateral hydraulic conductivities of 1 to 3 m/day (
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Table 2-1). The median porosity of the Cattamarra Coal Measures is approximately 6%
(Table 2-4).

Table 2-3 Transmissivity, storativity, hydraulic conductivity and specific storage for the Cattamarra Coal
Measures
PRODUCTION BORE ID

OBSERVATION BORE ID

ANALYSIS METHOD

B (M)

T (M2/D)

S (UNITLESS)

KH (M/D)

SS (/M)

CG2

AM61Y

B1963

80

340

1.5E-05

4

2.0E-07

CG2

AM61Y

B1963

80

270

4.0E-04

3

5.0E-06

CG2

AM61Y

W1970

80

420

1.0E-05

5

1.0E-07

NAM-PB-01

NAM-MB-01

CJ1946

–

620

5.0E-06

–

–
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Table 2-4 Summary statistics for porosity and permeability for Cattamarra Coal Measures
SUMMARY STATISTICS

POROSITY (%)

PERMEABILITY (MD)

Minimum

0

3.0 × 10–4

Maximum

17.57

5.07

Mean

5.56

0.29

Median

5.78

0.07

Standard deviation

4.06

0.8

2.6.2 Groundwater processes
As mentioned above there is a significant downward component of groundwater flow across
the Leederville Formation and Cattamarra Coal Measures, suggesting that the aquifers are
well-connected. This hydraulic connection also suggests that recharge rates to the
Leederville Formation and Cattamarra Coal Measures are likely to be the same.
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2.7 Groundwater use
Groundwater allocation limits for the Superficial Aquifer comprises 23.9 GL, 36% of which is
currently allocated (8.5 GL) (Table 2-5). The high allocation volumes are in the Serpentine2
and Keysbrook1 GMAs (sourced from the Superficial Aquifer) and the Nambeelup GMA
(sourced from the Leederville Aquifer). A large proportion of licenced groundwater is used
for irrigation, but also for mineral sand mining in the Nambeelup GMA.
Annual volumes of groundwater allocated from the Superficial and Leederville Aquifers in all
GMAs are shown in Figure 2-25. During the recent period (2001-2017), allocation from the
Superficial Aquifer was relatively steady, averaging to an approximately 6 GL/yr. During this
period, allocation from the Leederville Aquifer increased from less than 4 GL/yr to nearly 6
GL/y. Overall groundwater allocation volumes increased from about 9 GL/yr during 2001 to
2007 to 12 GL/yr at present.
To inform a water balance estimation, Marillier et al (2012) suggested using the average
monthly factor as the scaling factor to convert annual allocation to a monthly abstraction
rate (see Figure 6-8, p.84 in Marillier et al, 2012) (Table 2-6). They further suggested a 20%
irrigation return to the Superficial Aquifer as recharge (Table 6-15, p.86 in Marillier et al,
2012). This assumption also indicates that 80% of the water used for irrigation is lost to
evaporation.
In addition, some of the groundwater used is exempt from licensing. This water that is
mostly used for domestic gardening or livestock (Table 2-7), is estimated to be up to 2 GL/yr.
Table 2-5 Current groundwater allocation limits and licenses amount in the individual GMAs (GL/yr)
GMA

ALLOCATION LIMIT (GENERAL LICENSING COMPONENT)

CURRENT LICENSED AMOUT

SUPERFICIAL

LEEDERVILLE

CATTAMARRA

SUPERFICIAL

LEEDERVILLE

CATTAMARRA

Serpentine1

1.37

0.45

0.00

1.36

0.45

0.00

Serpentine2

2.75

0.92

0.00

1.79

0.91

0.00

Serpentine3

2.36

0.79

0.39

0.45

0.81

0.46

Keysbrook

0.72*

0.15

0.45

0.00

0.00

0.00

Keysbrook1

2.00

0.75

0.00

1.66

0.90

0.00

Keysbrook2

2.60

0.86

0.00

0.33

0.53

0.01

Nambeelup

12.10

5.00

0.60

2.91

3.39

0.60

*Superficial Swan and Rockingham Sand
Table 2-6 Monthly scaling factors for abstraction (from Marillier et al, 2012)
MONTH

JAN

FEB

MAR

APR

MAY

JUN

JUL

AUG

SEP

OCT

NOV

DEC

Scaling
factor

15%

13%

12%

8%

4%

2%

2%

3%

4%

9%

13%

15%
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Table 2-7 Exempt groundwater use (ML/yr)
GMA

ESTIMATE EXEMPT GROUNDWATER
CONSUMPTION

% ALLOCATION LIMIT
(GENERAL LICENSING
COMPONENT)

Serpentine1

39

3%

Serpentine2

65

2%

Serpentine3

372

16%

Keysbrook

n/a

0%

Keysbrook1

21

1%

Keysbrook2

67

3%

Nambeelup

1,550

13%

Figure 2-25 Annual licensed groundwater allocation volumes for the GMAs (or their portion) within the PIWI
region
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3 Model domain, boundaries, and hydraulic
properties
The model domain should cover the groundwater management zones within the PIWI study
area. From a hydrological perspective, the flow domain should encompass an area bounded
by a western boundary that represents the ocean or the Serpentine River, and an eastern
boundary that represents the scarp. From north to south, the model domain should at least
include the groundwater management zones.
Grid size can be in the order of hundreds of metres (100-250 m) as the flow domain is not
too large. However, the grid must be refined to tens of metres (≈ 50 m) if solute transport is
modelled as strict criteria (Courant and Peclet numbers) needs to be implemented to reduce
numerical dispersion and to ensure model stability. Furthermore, the grid might require
further refinement to represent wetlands and inundation areas. The simulation of the solute
exchange between the Serpentine river/estuary and potentially saline wetlands and the
connected groundwater is essential.
A future numerical model should include at least the three main aquifers, namely, the
Superficial Formation, Leederville Formation and Cattamarra Coal Measures. The thickness
of the Superficial Formation varies from 10 to 25 m whereas the thickness of the Leederville
Formation varies from 120 to 220 m (refer to Section 2). Considering the new finding of the
AEM survey, a realistic representation of the discontinuous confining layer that separates
the Superficial Formation and Leederville Formation is warranted as such areas can act as
potential windows of recharge from the Superficial Formation to the Leederville Formation
and from the Leederville Formation to the Cattamarra Coal Measures in the east.
The model should correctly represent the connection between the Leederville Formations
and the underlying strata. West of the fault zone, the South Perth Shale forms an aquitard
where the formation is flat. East of the fault zone, the aquitard is not well defined it is likely
to be associated with discontinuous, high conductivity layers, which are likely to be affect by
faults. The flow domain should have a no-flow boundary that represents the scarp on the
eastern side. On the western side, and due to the saline wedge, the Serpentine River may
act as a hydrologic boundary. The extension of the saline wedge into the Rockingham Sand
and Leederville Formation is unknown. The complexities associated with the saline wedge
can only be fully understood if density-dependent flow is considered in a future numerical
model. No-flow boundaries can be implemented on the southern and northern sides of the
domain of the Superficial Aquifer (see Figure 6-1) since flow is predominantly from east to
west (see Figure 5.2, Barron et al., 2019). Observed heads in the Leederville Aquifer, which
have been dropping in recent periods, should be implemented as time-dependent head
boundary condition.
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The lithology analysis resulted in a thorough characterisation of the hydraulic properties of
the Superficial and to the lesser extend the Leederville Aquifers, which are discussed in
detail in Section 2 and Appendix A2. Hydraulic conductivity layers for the Superficial Aquifer
and the top of the Leederville Formation such as those shown for example in Figure 2-12
can be imported directly into a numerical model thus representing aquifer heterogeneity
both spatially and with depth. However, the lithological model does not cover the
Cattamarra Coal Measures and the deeper parts of the Leederville Formation due to the lack
of deeper bores with lithological data.
The tracer analyses have demonstrated that the presence of the fault has an influence on
flow dynamics within the study area, which warrants its representation in a future
numerical model. The seismic survey helped refine the sub-surface and fault zone geometry
in the central part of the PIWI region. However, consideration of reprocessed 2D seismic
lines (Thomas, 2018) and potentially additional seismic surveys north and south of the
current survey could help to confirm its spatial extent. Furthermore, additional data need to
be gathered to verify whether flow is hindered or enhanced along and across the fault.
The following conceptualisation uncertainties should be explored during the model
development:
•

No-flow boundary along the Darling Scarp.

•

Effect of the saline wedge under the Serpentine River on the through flow in the
Superficial, Rockingham Sand and Leederville aquifers.

•

Vertical groundwater fluxes across higher-conductivity hydraulic windows (“recharge
windows”) between the Superficial and Leederville aquifers.

•

Hydraulic properties of the fault zones.

•

Representation of the Cattamarra Coal Measures and South Perth Shale

•

Hydraulic connectivity of the wetlands with the Superficial Aquifer
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4 Key groundwater processes and relevant
methods required for a future numerical
model
Following the groundwater conceptualisation, the key processes, which need to be included
in a future groundwater model, include:
•

Landscape-aquifer interaction (recharge, evapotranspiration losses, surface
inundation due to an excess of rainfall over soil infiltration capacity) and landscape
water budgets.

•

Stream-aquifer interaction.

•

Shallow or perched aquifers and hydraulic windows connecting Superficial and
Leederville aquifers.

•

Groundwater processes in the proximity to the saline wedge.

•

Climate change effect on the main groundwater processes.

MODFLOW is the most widely used and transparent open-source tool for modelling
groundwater flow and surface-water / groundwater interaction. Assuming that MODFLOW
in any of its official USGS-variants would be used for a future groundwater model of the Peel
region, the relevant MODFLOW packages that have the capability of modelling these key
processes are discussed in detail herein.

4.1 Landscape-Aquifer Interaction
Recharge and the reduction of net recharge by evapotranspiration from groundwater, and
discharge of rejected infiltration to the surface are key processes for water availability
predictions with a future Peel region numerical model, as water availability by-in-large is
directly related to net recharge, especially under stressed allocation conditions and a future
drier climate.

4.1.1 Recharge
In analytic groundwater models, classical numerical groundwater models, and in modern
groundwater simulations where groundwater is relatively deep and not influenced by
surface evaporation processes, it is common to estimate the net recharge flux to
groundwater and use this directly as an input to the numerical code. This has the advantage
of not requiring computation of additional processes that affect the vertical flux but
requires knowledge of the variation of net recharge both historically, and into the future for
prospective runs.
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Where groundwater is shallow, or where it varies within the near surface zone where
surface processes will interact annually, or over the simulation period, the additional
computations to resolve these interactions is required. Modern groundwater modelling
codes have the necessary modules or utilities to perform these actions, e.g. Mike-SHE (DHI,
2019), Vertical Flux Model of the Perth Regional Aquifer Modelling System (PRAMS VFM)
(Silberstein et al., 2009), the Unsaturated Zone Flow Package (UZF) available within
MODFLOW-2005 (Harbaugh, 2005) or MODFLOW-OWHM (Hanson et al., 2014) and the
Farm Process (FMP) within MODFLOW-OWHM. When these groundwater models are
executed with the computations to resolve interactions with shallow groundwater and
surface vegetation, the input is no longer net recharge but raw meteorological quantities
such as rainfall, temperature, and potential evapotranspiration.
The different numerical codes require different datasets, dependent on the complexity of
the process representation. At a minimum, rainfall and potential evaporation aggregated to
the timescale of the sub-process model is required. More detailed vegetation models may
require a crop coefficient for estimating transpiration based on growth stages, or
temperature, solar radiation and humidity data for use in a combination equation, e.g.
Penman-Monteith, Morton, Priestley-Taylor, for evaporation and transpiration demand. The
key difference between the VFM and FMP in this respect is that the former is based on the
derivation of a Leaf Area Index (LAI), while the latter is based on crop coefficients.
The main implication of using raw meteorological inputs for a more advanced groundwater
model is that recharge to groundwater becomes no longer a prescribed quantity as
previously the case with the specified flux “Recharge Package” (RCH), but rather simulated
by computations of the interactions between surface and groundwater processes. As the
model is fitted to data such as groundwater levels, surface and groundwater fluxes, the
recharge flux will be a reportable model output that balances with actual
evapotranspiration and the normal groundwater processes. The recharge is therefore codependent on all the other input datasets, and ultimately the groundwater conceptual
model itself.
Lastly, some information will be required on the near surface soil or root zone conditions to
simulate changes in water content or pressure head distribution across the root zone,
infiltration becoming percolation, as wells uptake from groundwater, groundwater
discharge, and rejected infiltration. The simplest representation will need soil porosity and
thickness of the important layers, such as crop/vegetation-specific root zone, as well as soilspecific capillary fringe and evaporation zone. More complex models may need multiple
unsaturated layers to resolve delayed vertical percolation of rainfall before becoming
recharge, and soil-water constitutive functions, such as a soil-water retention function and
unsaturated hydraulic conductivity function. This representation can either be based on the
Richards’ equation or on analytical solutions thereof. The approach chosen for a future
numerical model will be heavily influenced by the need for computational efficiency and
parameter parsimony for the model uncertainty analysis.
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Aside from the strengths of the VFM and FMP described above, both have weaknesses that
are briefly mention here, yet cannot be discussed here in detail. The VFM is quite complex in
its parameterisation (e.g., to calculate the LAI) and uses the Richards’ equation. Hence, it is
difficult to use for model uncertainty analysis and involves long run times. FMP is more
parsimonious as it uses a crop-coefficient approach. However, is very tailored to managed
irrigated conditions for which is assumes a steady state of soil water content over a
MODFLOW time step. Hence, FMP at this point cannot properly simulate changes in soil
water storage common for non-irrigated conditions or prolonged drought conditions as
common in the Swan Coastal Plan, which the Peel region is part of.
Currently, national and international cross-agency (DWER, CSIRO, and USGS) efforts are
underway to develop computationally efficient numerical tools and products to simulate
recharge that can be used in agency MODFLOW groundwater models, which predictive
uncertainty techniques can be applied to. This may mean to embed selective components of
the VFM, but also components of more parsimonious approaches like FMP into a simple,
fast, and defensible tool. Therefore, at this point, a recommendation for one or the other
tool to be used for a future numerical groundwater for the Peel region cannot be made.

4.1.2 Unsaturated zone processes and rejected infiltration
Of utmost importance in the Peel Region is to evaluate the reduction of recharge when
percolation beyond the root zone is rejected as a result of the percolation rate either being
in excess of the unsaturated hydraulic conductivity or for conditions of (near) saturation
when groundwater levels are near the surface. Both forms of ‘rejected’ infiltration can be
simulated with the ‘Unsaturated Zone Flow Package’ (UZF).
However, when using the VFM as described above, the use of the UZF may become
redundant. When using FMP, the UZF can be used in conjunction with FMP to simulate
delayed recharge of percolation beyond the bottom of the root zone or for discharging
rejected infiltration as described above. However, should a future Peel region groundwater
model neither use a VFM nor FMP, then the UZF can also be used as a stand-alone tool to
reduce model externally pre-calculated recharge specified in the Recharge Package (RCH).

4.1.3 Evaporation and evapotranspiration from groundwater
Similarly, when using VFM or FMP or any future approach akin to these tools, ET from
groundwater would already be accounted for. However, for using any of the simple, existing
ET packages of MODFLOW (e.g., EVT, ETS), the following considerations are important,
particularly when simulating the effect of shallow groundwater on vegetation and wetlands
in the Peel region.
Evapotranspiration losses from the groundwater table mainly occur during the dry season
when potential ET is at peak and lead to a decline in groundwater table. However, especially
for a declining groundwater table, it is imperative to distinguish between plants that are
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able to take up groundwater and those that aren’t. That is, the simulation of
evapotranspiration is more accurate if related to distributed land use.
This allows crop/plant ET to vary by crop/plant-specific ET extinction. ET extinction occurs,
when water levels drop below a certain depth, but also for shallow water levels that cause
anoxic conditions. While land-use specific extinction depth can be simulated by any
MODFLOW ET package (e.g., EVT or ETS packages), a reduction of transpiration due to water
logging or anoxic conditions can only be simulated using the Riparian ET package (RIP-ET) or
the Farm Process (FMP) available through MODFLOW-OWHM (Hanson et al., 2014).
Environmental assets, such as geomorphic wetlands or lakes may exhibit:
•

riparian or pasture evapotranspiration for groundwater levels below the surface; or

•

evaporation from open water when flooded

A future groundwater model should be able to simulate these components as the discharge
from groundwater can differ in each case. A combination or riparian and lake evaporation
can be achieved by combining the RIP-ET package or Farm process with the Lake Package
(LAK) for groundwater levels below and above ground surface, respectively. The
combination of RIP-ET and the LAK has been trialled successfully before in South Australia
and in the Myalup region, WA (Turnadge and Lamontagne, 2015; Schmid et al., 2018).

4.1.4 Landscape water balance
In addition to current administrative units (such as Groundwater Subareas), such water
accounting zones could be systems characterized by land-use specific water demand and
(mainly groundwater) supply of both natural (GDEs), agricultural (irrigated horticulture,
dryland agriculture) and other engineered systems (managed aquifer recharge (MAR),
aquaculture). This allows not only to analyse groundwater storage changes, boundary, and
inter-zonal flows (“through-flows”), but also to study impacts of any operations, such as
MAR or abstraction, on agricultural yield or environmental assets. For that, a disaggregation
of Groundwater Subareas is needed into zones characterised by land use or related
recharge, e.g.:
•

Geomorphic wetlands (GDEs) including remnant terrestrial vegetation (e.g., Banksia
and Eucalyptus woodlands of Swan Coastal Plan; datasets DPIRD 2017), extensive
wetland areas, riparian areas long rivers and streams;

•

Pasture, grassland, dairy farming, golf courses, urban; and

•

Darling Scarp Woodlands (unless excluded by no-flow boundary; note that if stream
inflows are taken into account by the Streamflow Routing Package, boundary can be
a no-flow along the hill front).

Objectives of these water accounting units are to study not just their groundwater budget,
but also landscape water budget components and inter-zonal flows between those units.
Note that when aggregated back up to Groundwater Subareas, these inter-zonal flows
become what is known as ‘through-flows’ between Groundwater Subareas
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In simple models, these zones may be supply-driven (e.g., application of MAR infiltration
basins, abstraction for irrigation agriculture). That is, assumed/known flow rates for bores or
MAR basins are applied, but not tied into a particular source.
However, when integrated with respective demands (e.g., irrigation requirement for
horticulture or percolation requirements for MAR basins), these same units can be switched
to demand-driven systems linked to particular supplies, which however underlie certain
constraints (streamflow/allocation/policy constrained surface-water feature, wellcapacity/aquifer/allocation constrained bores). While a better alignment of water
accounting units for any groundwater budget zone of interest is possible in standard
MODFLOW, additional demand/supply budgets, and landscape budgets are only possible
when using MODFLOW-OWHM.
Eventually, combined irrigation and MAR systems in MODFLOW models could be driven by
•

irrigation water demand,

•

delivery from 1st priority sources, such as recovery wells,

•

delivery from lower priority sources, such as WWTP or other remote well fields.

The percolation requirement could directly drive the MAR infiltration pond and be subject
to deliveries from harvested runoff, drain flow, or other sources (reservoirs, WWTP, etc.)
This can be done by using the Farm Process with MODFLOW One Water Hydrologic Model
(Hanson et al., 2014).

4.2 Stream-Aquifer Interaction
The representation of rivers is a crucial element of groundwater modelling as they
significantly alter flow dynamics and influence the water balance. Depending where the
river stage is relative to the groundwater table, a river can act either act as a discharge, or a
recharge boundary. Hence, hydrograph analyses are carried out to differentiate between
perennial and ephemeral rivers, subsequently they are tested to identify whether they are
gaining or losing by comparing stage heights to water levels in nearby groundwater bores.
This would inform how they will be represented in a groundwater model; a sample analysis
for the PIWI study area is found in Appendix A3. The representation of rivers within
groundwater models significantly impacts the head distribution across in the aquifer and
greatly affects the magnitude of drawdown due to extraction (see analysis in Appendix A5).
The Streamflow Routing Package (SFR) of MODFLOW-2005 (Harbaugh, 2005; also integrated
into MODFLOW-OWHM, Hanson et al., 2014) is recommended for several reasons:
•

The entire streamflow network (i.e., rivers, brooks, and drains) can be consolidated
into one package (as oppose to using the River Package (RIV) for rivers and Drain
Package (DRN) for Drains). Using SFR allow “drains,” which, in reality, are reengineered surface water network, to switch from gaining during wet/irrigation
seasons to losing in dry periods (e.g., Karnet Drain, Punrack Drain, Peel Main Drain);
and
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•

Initially, the SFR can be used to just specify stages, just like in RIV, but it also has the
ability to simulate stages if needed. This need may arise if stages are not well known
or if other parameters become available to inform inflows into streams. Such inflows
can lead to localised recharge from streamflow generated in the hills’ catchments
(downstream from dam releases, such as Serpentine or North Dandalup, or from
other hill catchments, e.g., Karnet). Inflows could also represent surface return flows
into the drains (e.g., from farm runoff), which, however, may be negligible due the
low gradient of the ground surface.

4.3 Shallow or Perched Aquifers
The simulation of shallow or perched aquifers can be achieved by using the Newton Solver
of MODFLOW (NWT) available as standalone version (MODFLOW-NWT; Niswonger et al.
2011)) or integrated in one form or another into MODFLOW-OWHM (Hanson et al., 2018),
MODFLOW-USG (Panday et al., 2013), MODFLOW 6 (Langevin et al., 2017). The NWT solver
is intended for solving problems involving drying and rewetting issues of unconfined
aquifers. It treats nonlinearities of cell drying and rewetting by use of a continuous function
of groundwater head, rather than the discrete approach of drying and rewetting that is used
by the standard MODFLOW.
The flow-properties input is nearly identical to the standard Layer Property Flow Package
(LPF). The approach is also integrated into MODFLOW-OWHM and available with
unstructured versions of MODFLOW, such as MODFLOW-USG or MODFLOW 6. While the
latter two are ideal for heterogeneous aquifers with hydraulic windows between the
Superficial and Leederville aquifers and associated shallow, perched aquifers as present in
the Peel Region, the downside of using MODFLOW-USG or MODFLOW 6 are that USG or
MF6 do not allow for any dynamic simulations of demand-driven, but supply-constrained
hydrologic systems that occur when the demand for water exceeds supply (limited to
groundwater extractions in the Peel Region), which MODFLOW-OWHM does. However, by
using the Newton solver, MODFLOW-OWHM should be able to address any dewatering of
shallow, perched aquifer systems as well, albeit based on a structured grid.

4.4 Salt Water Interface
The identification of the Saline wedge under the Serpentine River (Sections 2.3.2 and 2.5.2)
will have water quality implications when groundwater developments occur on the western
side of the Peel area. This aspect can be handled using three different approaches with
varying levels of complexity:
•

Particle tracking using MODPATH, refer to Appendix A4 for a demonstration of this
approach.

•

Sea Water Intrusion Package for MODFLOW, which can simulate the movement of
defined density surfaces (salt water interface) using the Sea Water Intrusion (SWI)
Package for MODFLOW (Bakker et al., 2013). This uses variable-density flow yet does
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not account for diffusion and dispersion. It adds “pseudo-source terms” to the
groundwater flow equation without the need to solve an advective-dispersive
transport equation. It needs fewer model cells than SEAWAT and runs fast. SWI2 is
also integrated into MODFLOW-OWHM.
•

Full solute transport solute modelling using MT3D-USGS, which is a USGS updated
release of the groundwater solute transport code MT3DMS. MT3D-USGS includes
new transport modelling capabilities to accommodate flow terms calculated by
MODFLOW packages that were previously unsupported by MT3DMS and to provide
greater flexibility in the simulation of solute transport and reactive solute transport,
such as transport within streams and lakes, including solute exchange with
connected groundwater. This is essential for simulating the solute exchange
between the Serpentine river/estuary, potentially saline wetlands and the
groundwater (Bedekar et al., 2016). Note that MODFLOW-USG (Panday et al., 2013)
and the new object-oriented MODFLOW 6 (Langevin et al., 2017) cannot be used
with MT3D.

4.5 Climate change
Potential climate change effects on aspects of conjunctive management of water resources
can be evaluated with modelling systems that link global climate models (GCMs)
(downscaled precipitation and temperature) with precipitation-runoff models, which in turn
are linked with fully integrated regional surface-water/groundwater-interactive hydrologic
models, that can simulate the demand of agricultural and native vegetation water use and
constrained supplied from surface-water, groundwater and managed aquifer recharge (case
study: Central Valley Hydrologic Model using MODFLOW-OWHM (Hanson et al., 2012).
Application of this method demonstrates the effect of climatic droughts on reduced surface
water deliveries and increased groundwater abstractions that may cause additional land
subsidence, reduced water for riparian habitat, or changes in surface-water flows. This
method can be used to explore conjunctive use adaptation options and hydrologic risk
assessments in regional hydrologic systems.
Droughts that may lower groundwater table through increase ET and increased demand on
groundwater extractions can, hence, induce recharge during intermittent rainfall events.
Conversely, prolonged wet seasons that may lead to elevated water levels or water logging
conditions can trigger rejected infiltration. Both effects can be simulated through the use of
the Farm Process (FMP) in MODFLOW-OWHM:
•

FMP will allow surface-water and groundwater deliveries to be dynamically driven by
the demand based on unmet crop water requirements that are increased through
raised ET and lack of rainfall.

•

FMP and the Unsaturated Zone Flow Package (UZF) simulate infiltration of in-excess
rainfall or irrigation through the vadose zone (i.e., recharge) or its rejection and
discharge to the surface through a linkage between FMP and UZF.
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The advantage of using raw meteorological inputs for a groundwater model is that the
model representations will resolve changes in recharge directly, rather than the model user
having to determine all interactions and estimate net recharge as an input. With the
different climate change approaches used in the project, SILO and AWAP data and
projections, all necessary meteorological data types are available on a daily basis. This
means that modelling any scenario using a model fitted to current conditions, but with
modified climatic inputs, will result in a corresponding model estimate of recharge to
groundwater, along with all previous reported model results.

Part two: Analytical
modelling approach
This section describes the analytical modelling that was carried out in this study. The main
purpose of this exercise was to demonstrate the application of the probabilistic approach to
assess the impacts of future groundwater development within the context of environmental
constraints. Hence, only selective processes were modelled. A key element of the modelling
was to show how data integration can inform this probabilistic modelling approach.
A theoretical background is firstly presented to describe the assumptions that underpin the
analytical modelling approach followed by comparisons to other approaches such as
numerical methods. Model domain and boundaries are then described. Interactions with
rivers are represented based on the analysis presented in Appendix A3; since riverbed
resistance is highly uncertain, it was randomised within ranges identified in previous studies.
A critical component of this work aims at showing how the outputs of the lithology analysis
were incorporated into the model to identify aquifer heterogeneity zones then represent
the variability within those zones using a stochastic method to assign hydrologic
parameters. Another important aspect of the work is demonstrating how the spatial
mapping of environmental assets in the region was used to identify areas of potential
extraction (i.e., resulting in minimal impacts). Since the exact location of future extraction
points is unknown, their locations were randomised within the identified extraction zone.
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5 Background theory
The governing groundwater equation is given by:

𝜕𝐻
𝜕𝑡

𝑇 𝜕2 𝐻

=𝜙

𝑥2

+

𝑅𝑒(𝑥,𝑡)

(Eq.1)

𝜙

where H is the pressure head, t and x are time and space variables, respectively, T is aquifer
transmissivity (product of hydraulic conductivity K and saturated aquifer thickness), Re is the
recharge (source term), and Ø is specific yield. Eq. 1 is deemed to be linear when aquifer
transmissivity is constant. This occurs when an aquifer is effectively confined or when the
applied stresses to the aquifer causes head changes that are small relative to its saturated
thickness.
Numerous explicit analytical solutions for the linearised form of the groundwater equation
(Eq. 1) have been developed, which are subject to a variety of boundary conditions and
apply for various aquifer configurations (Glover and Balmer 1954; Hantush, 1965; Hantush
et al., 2002; Hall and Moench, 1972; Hunt, 2003; Knight et al., 2005; Knight and Rassam,
2007; Walker et al., 2014). Applications of a number of these solutions have been
demonstrated by Rassam (2011) and have been successfully implemented to account for
surface-groundwater interactions within the Source River Model (Rassam et al., 2013; Welsh
et al., 2013).
An example solution for Eq. 1 estimates the head change due a pulse recharge into a single
layer, homogenous unconfined aquifer having a constant head boundary on one side and an
infinite boundary on the opposite side has been reported by Rassam et al. (2004), and is
given by:
𝑅

1

𝐻(𝑥, 𝑎, 𝑡) = 2∅ √𝜋𝐷𝑡 {𝑒𝑥𝑝 [−

(𝑥−𝑎)2
4𝐷𝑡

] − 𝑒𝑥𝑝 [−

(𝑥+𝑎)2
4𝐷𝑡

]}

(Eq. 2)

where H is the head at location x and time t, Re is the recharge volume over a finite width
per unit length parallel to the river centred at a distance a from the constant head
boundary, and D is aquifer diffusivity (with D = K × Hav / Ø, where Hav is an average saturated
aquifer thickness).
The linearity assumption that underpins Eq. 2 implies that the head perturbation caused by
an individual stress can be independently calculated then summed up to yield the final state
of an aquifer. This powerful phenomenon means that the response to an individual action is
independent of previous actions and hence can be accumulated (superimposed). This
implicitly implies that the effect of future additional stresses can be individually calculated
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and assessed, and their effects simply superimposed to describe the state of the aquifer, for
example, the head at a certain point in an aquifer can be represented by:

𝐻 = 𝐻𝑝𝑑 + 𝐻𝑐 + ∑ 𝐻𝑝

(Eq.3)

where Hpd is the head that represents a pre-development situation, Hc, is the head change
due to the current development, and Hp is the head change due to future proposed
development (with the summation sign ∑ indicating head responses due to multiple
individual stresses).
Since the modelling in this work is focused on estimating the change in head (drawdown)
due to extraction, then the assumption of linearity where changes are additive (known as
the principle of superposition), is applicable. In a linear system, a doubling of the extraction
rate will result in a doubling of drawdown (Reilly et al., 1987; Rassam et al., 2004); this is
very evident in Eq. 2 where the recharge term Re (and equally applicable to extraction,
which is equivalent to a negative recharge) lies outside the head response function, which
hence confirms that Re is a linear multiplier that does not alter the shape of the head
response but only scales its magnitude. This also highlights that the magnitude of existing
recharge does not significantly affect the magnitude of drawdown due to a new extraction;
this concept will be demonstrated in the following section with the aid of a numerical
model. However, the magnitude of recharge will affect drawdown when permanent sources
of water like rivers and constant head boundaries are far away from the extraction point or
absent altogether.

5.1 The concept of linearity and superposition
The concept of linearity and superposition is demonstrated in Figure 5-1. Assume an aquifer
with an initial uniform head equal to H (Case0). One may individually estimate the changes
in head ∆Hn due to multiple individual stresses Sn, for example, estimate mounding due to a
recharge source ∆H1 and drawdown due to groundwater extraction ∆H2. The applied
stresses to an aquifer will effectively changes its saturated thickness, and hence, change its
transmissivity, which implies that linearity no longer applies. However, if ∆H/H is relatively
small, linearity would still hold, and an average aquifer thickness Hav would yield sound head
predictions using Eq. 2.
Hence, (1) the principle of superposition can be implemented to evaluate the effects of
multiple stresses to describe the final state of an aquifer by summing up the effects derived
from individual stresses (Conclusion 1, Figure 5-1). This implicitly means that as long as the
assumption of linearity holds, (2) the initial conditions don’t really matter as long as a
reasonable Hav is implemented when solving Eq.2 (Conclusion 2, Figure 5-1). In this section,
we will demonstrate these two concepts and test the extent of their applicability by
conducting numerical simulations using Visual Modflow (Waterloo Hydrogeologic).
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Figure 5-1 Schematic demonstrating the concept of linearity and superposition

5.2 Numerical modelling to demonstrate the applicability of linearity
and superposition
A series of Modflow simulations were carried out to demonstrate the applicability of
linearity and superposition. The flow domain shown in Figure 5-2 measures 1000 m by 1000
m, and represents a single-layer unconfined aquifer that is discretised into 50-m square
cells. The hydraulic conductivity is equal to 10 m/day and specific yield is 0.2 (the latter is
irrelevant in steady state analyses). A constant head boundary was implemented on the
western side of the model domain with a constant head of 50 m, no flow boundaries were
implemented along the three sides of the domain. A uniform head of 50 m across the entire
flow domain was assumed to be the initial condition for the simulations (unless otherwise
indicated). Four random observation points were specified to monitor the pressure heads in
the domain, namely, P-1 [at x=200, y= 600]; P-2 [at x=600, y=500]; P-3 [at x=300, y=200]; P-4
[at x=400, y=400]. A steady state analysis was carried out to estimate the final heads for
each simulation.
A total of thirteen simulations were conducted (Runs 1-13) with various stresses as
described in Table 5-1. Simulations 1-6 aimed at demonstrating the applicability of
superposition; this was achieved by showing that adding the head changes derived from
individual stresses results in a cumulative head change that is very similar to that derived
from a simulation where all stresses where simultaneously applied (Conclusion 1, Figure
5-1). Simulations 7-9 were aimed at demonstrating the effects of the initial conditions; this
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was achieved by comparing drawdowns due an extraction with different initial conditions
(Conclusion 2, Figure 5-1). Simulations 10-13 were aimed at demonstrating the extent of
applicability of linearity; this was achieved by comparing drawdowns derived from a
baseline to others based on different saturated aquifer thicknesses (as initial conditions).

Figure 5-2 Modflow model domain showing boundaries, observation wells (P1, P2, and P3), and extraction
wells (Ex-1, Ex-2, and Ex-3)
Table 5-1 Modflow simulation details
STRESS
RUN NO.

INITIAL CONDITIONS

TYPE

MAGNITUDE

LOCATION

Run 1

Uniform H = 50 m

Stress 1

R1 Recharge

100 mm/year

Uniform

Run 2

Uniform H = 50 m

Stress 2

Ex1 Extraction well

Q = 500 m3/day

x = 400, y = 500

Ex2 Extraction well

m3/day

x = 500, y = 300

Run 3

Uniform H = 50 m

Stress 3

Run 4

Uniform H = 50 m

Stress 4

Run 5

Uniform H = 50 m

Stress 5

Run 6

Uniform H = 50 m

Stress 6

Run 7

Uniform H = 50 m

Run 8

Output of Run 5

Run 9

Output of Run 6

Run 10

Hi = 47.5 m + R2

Run 11

Hi = 45 m + R2

Run 12

Hi = 42.5 m + R2

Run 13

Hi = 40 m + R2

Stress 7

Q = 700

Combined stresses 1, 2, and 3; R1 + Ex1 + Ex2
R2 Recharge

200 mm/year

Uniform

Combined Stresses 5, 2, and 3; R2 + Ex1 + Ex2

Ex3 Extraction well

Q = 1500 m3/day

x = 200, y = 500
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Table 5-2 and Table 5-3 lists the results derived from Runs 1-6, which aimed at
demonstrating the applicability of linearity and superposition. The head changes at the four
observation locations (P-1, P-2, P-3, and P-4) for Run 4 (Table 5-2; simulation including all
stresses R1 + Ex1 + Ex2) are compared with those derived from summing the individual head
changes of Runs 1, 2, and 3 (Table 5-2; simulations including individual stresses: R1, Ex1, and
Ex2). The comparison demonstrates that the discrepancies between the two approaches are
minimal (marginal difference between Hn1 and Hn2 in Figure 5-1), which confirms the
applicability of superposition principle (Conclusion 1, Figure 5-1). Table 5-3 shows that the
same applies when a much larger recharge rate is applied, which implicitly implies that the
recharge rate has a marginal effect on steady-state drawdown due to extraction (as
mentioned in the introduction and observed in Eq. 2); one should view the recharge as
another stress whose effect is superimposed on other effects and as long as this effect does
not significantly alter aquifer transmissivity, then it would have a marginal impact on
drawdown predictions due to an additional stress. Note that the head changes due to R 2 is
double that due to R1 (compare Runs 1 and 5), which further confirms that recharge is a
liner multiplier (Eq. 2) and that superposition does apply.
Note that the ability to superimpose the impact of individual stresses to yield a cumulative
response implicitly means that existing stresses whose impacts have already been fully
realised do not impact the effects of new stresses. That is, one can think of Ex 2 as a new
stress to a system that already has R1 and Ex1 as existing stresses, then add its individual
impact to yield the new state of the aquifer. A corollary of this is that, when it comes to
estimating drawdown of a newly proposed extraction, initial conditions don’t really matter
that much; this statement is strictly applicable only as long as linearity holds and the
impacts of existing stresses had already been realised, the latter is implicit in a steady state
analysis. This crucial concept is further demonstrated herein.

Table 5-2 Head changes for various stresses showing applicability of superposition; H is pressure head (m);
Hi is initial head = 50 m; ∆H = H – Hi
RUN #

RUN 1

Stress
P-1

P-2

P-3

P-4

RUN 2

RUN 3

RUN 4

R1

Ex1

Ex2

R1 + Ex1 + Ex2

H1

50.085

49.588

49.784

49.456

∆H1

+0.085

-0.412

-0.216

-0.544

H2

50.216

49.206

49.373

48.791

∆H2

+0.216

-0.794

-0.627

-1.209

H3

50.126

49.511

49.483

49.117

∆H3

+0.126

-0.489

-0.517

-0.883

H4

50.161

49.038

49.375

48.568

∆H4

+0.161

-0.962

-0.625

-1.432

SUPERPOSITION
∑ ∆H (RUNS 1, 2, 3)

% DIFFERENCE
BETWEEN RUN 4 &
SUPERPOSITION

-0.543

0.18%

-1.205

0.33%

-0.88

0.34%

-1.426

0.41%
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Table 5-3 Head changes for various stresses showing applicability of superposition; H is pressure head (m);
Hi is initial head = 50 m; ∆H = H – Hi
RUN #

RUN 5

Stress
P-1

P-2

P-3

P-4

RUN 2

RUN 3

RUN 6

R2

Ex1

Ex2

R2 + Ex1 + Ex2

H1

50.17

49.588

49.784

49.542

∆H1

0.17

-0.412

-0.216

-0.457

H2

50.43

49.206

49.373

49.012

∆H2

0.43

-0.794

-0.627

-0.987

H3

50.25

49.511

49.483

49.245

∆H3

0.25

-0.489

-0.517

-0.754

H4

50.32

49.038

49.375

48.734

∆H4

0.32

-0.962

-0.625

-1.265

SUPERPOSITION
∑ ∆H (RUNS 5, 2, 3)

% DIFFERENCE
BETWEEN RUN 6 &
SUPERPOSITION

-0.458

0.026%

-0.988

0.085%

-0.753

0.106%

-1.263

0.161%

Table 5-4 lists results derived from Runs 7-9, which demonstrate the effect of initial
conditions. The head changes at the four observation locations (P-1, P-2, P-3, and P-4) for
Run 7 (Table 5-4; simulation with uniform head as initial state) are compared with Runs 8
and 9, which have different initial conditions (Table 5-2; simulations with outputs from Runs
5 and 6 as initial states, respectively). The comparison demonstrates that the discrepancies
between the two approaches are minimal, which confirms that the initial state of the
aquifer has a marginal impact on drawdowns as long as the assumption of linearity is
preserved (i.e., previous stresses have caused changes in head that are small relative to the
saturated aquifer thickness). Figure 5-3A shows the head contours derived from Run 6,
which were used as the initial conditions for Run 9 (note that although Ex3 appears in Figure
5-3A, it is inactive). Head contours from Run 9 are shown in Figure 5-3B.
The two important concepts that have been demonstrated in this section (Conclusions 1 and
2, Figure 5-1) underpin the analytical modelling approach that is adopted in this work.
Firstly, we have shown that concepts of linearity and superposition do apply. It is obvious
that the Modflow numerical model uses a completely different solution approach, yet still
yield results that honour the fundamental rules of linearity and superposition. Explicit
analytical solutions use a linearized form of the Boussinesq groundwater equation (Eq. 1)
and hence the assumption of linearity is a pivotal requirement that allows superposition,
which implicitly implies that one can solve for multiple stresses. Secondly, we have shown
that as long as linearity holds, steady state initial conditions have a marginal effect on
drawdown estimates due to a new extraction. To maintain the assumption of linearity,
aquifer thickness has to be constant, which is a fundamental assumption in analytical
solutions. One might argue that this never occurs in reality, however, we have
demonstrated that as long as a realistic aquifer thickness is used (Hav in Figure 5-1),
satisfactory results are achievable; note that Run 7 had a uniform aquifer thickness as an
initial condition, yet resulted in excellent drawdown estimates. The extent of applicability of
linearity assumption will be tested herein.
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Table 5-4 Effect of initial condition on drawdown due to extraction; H is pressure head (m); Hi is initial head;
∆H = H – Hi
RUN #

RUN 7

RUN 8

RUN 9

STRESS

EX3

EX3

EX3

Initial condition

No prior stress
Hi = 50 m

Hi due to R2
(output of Run 5)

Hi due to R2 + Ex1 + Ex2
(output of Run 6)

H1

49.433

49.605

48.969

Hi

50

50.170

49.542

∆H1

-0.567

-0.565

-0.573

H2

49.519

49.955

48.521

Hi

50

50.433

49.012

∆H2

-0.481

-0.478

-0.492

H3

49.607

49.861

48.846

Hi

50

50.252

49.246

∆H3

-0.393

-0.392

-0.400

H4

49.449

49.775

48.168

Hi

50

50.323

48.734

∆H4

-0.551

-0.548

-0.566

P-1

P-2

P-3

P-4

A

% difference
in ∆H
between
Runs 7 & 8

0.24%

% difference
in ∆H
between
Runs 7 & 9

1.04%

0.55%

2.34%

0.28%

1.77%

0.44%

2.83%

B

Ex3

Ex1
Ex2

Figure 5-3 (A) head contours from Run 6 used as initial condition for Run 9; (B) head contours from Run 9
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5.3 Extent of applicability of linearity
So far, we have repeatedly said, ‘as long as linearity holds’, which poses the question, ‘when
does the assumption of linearity get violated?’. The previous Modflow simulations were
deliberately set up such linearity does hold. This was achieved by having stresses whose
impacts (head changes) are small relative to the aquifer thickness, in other words, ∆H/H was
relatively small. So, what does ‘relatively small’ really mean? This issue directly relates to
the applicability of analytical solutions, and the extent of the error associated with their
underpinning assumption of perfect linearity. When analytical solutions are adopted, a
uniform, constant aquifer thickness is assumed; it is the latter assumption (constant) that
maintains the perfect linearity assumption. In contrast, and although a numerical model can
also start with a uniform aquifer thickness, however unlike analytical solutions, the
transmissivity is updated as the effects of the applied stresses are realised (e.g., effective
transmissivity is reduced if an extraction stress is applied). Therefore, the question that
poses itself here is: what is the extent of the error that is associated with the linearity
assumptions, or in other words, what is the extent of applicability of linearity?
Runs 10-13 (Table 5-1) were designed to address this question. We assume that Run 8 is the
baseline case, that is, it represents true conditions (thickness of the aquifer t = 50 m). Runs
10-13 represent simulations where aquifer thicknesses were erroneously modelled with t =
47.5 m, 45 m, 42.5 m, and 40 m, for Runs 10, 11, 12, and 13, respectively; these correspond
to differences (or errors) in ∆t of 5%, 10%, 15%, and 20%, respectively (see Table 5-5). A
steady state analysis was carried out for each aquifer thickness with a recharge rate (Ex 3) of
200 mm/yr to establish individual initial conditions for each of the four simulation. An
extraction point was then introduced to each simulation to estimate drawdown. The results
were compared to the baseline Run 8 to assess the discrepancies in drawdown predictions
(called errors hereafter) resulting from the different aquifer thicknesses (or different
transmissivities). The differences in aquifer thicknesses are synonymous with uncertainties
in evaluating a correct Hav (Table 5-1). The relative discrepancy for each case is given by:
∆𝐻𝑛

𝐸∆𝐻 = ∆𝐻

𝑅𝑢𝑛 8

× 100

(Eq. 4)

Where ∆𝐻𝑛 is the drawdown for any of the four simulations, and ∆𝐻𝑅𝑢𝑛8 is drawdown for
the baseline Run 8. Table 5-5 shows the results for Runs 10-13 with comparisons to the
baseline Run 8. As expected, the %error in drawdown prediction increases as the
%difference in aquifer transmissivity increases. However, the error seems to increase
nonlinearly as the %difference in aquifer transmissivity increases (see Table 5-5, Row
marked: % Difference in ∆H relative to Run 8). The nonlinear trend can be clearly seen in
Figure 5-4, particularly for differences beyond 10%. The extent of nonlinearity (or level of
departure from linearity) can quantified by introducing a new term Ld:
𝛿

𝐿𝑑 = ∆𝐻𝑛 × 100
𝑛

(Eq. 5)
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where δ is the difference between 𝐸∆𝐻 and the corresponding linear difference in
drawdown (along the 1:1 line of Figure 5-4). This modelling experiment has shown that
linearity roughly holds as long as the error introduced from transmissivity uncertainty is
within 10%. Transmissivity is equal to Kt, where K is the saturated hydraulic conductivity and
t is aquifer thickness, hence, they are perfectly correlated parameters. Hydraulic
conductivity is notoriously uncertain and may vary within orders of magnitude (much larger
than 10%). The probabilistic approach adopted in this work, which accounts for the
variability of K, would implicitly account for the marginal errors associated with the linearity
assumptions that underpin the analytical solutions adopted in the current study.
Table 5-5 Extent of applicability of linearity; H is pressure head (m); Hi is initial head = t + ∆h due to R2 (200
mm/yr); ∆H = H – Hi is drawdown; * E∆H is averaged for the four observation points (P-1 to P-4); @Run 8 is
baseline case
RUN #

RUN 8

RUN 10

RUN 11

RUN 12

RUN 13

STRESS

EX3

EX3

EX3

EX3

EX3

T = 50 M

T = 47.5 M

T = 45 M

T = 42.5 M

T = 40 M

H1

49.605

47.083

44.559

42.033

39.504

Hi

50.170

47.679

45.189

42.700

40.212

∆H1

-0.565

-0.596

-0.630

-0.667

-0.709

H2

49.955

47.450

44.947

42.444

39.940

Hi

50.433

47.955

45.481

43.008

40.539

∆H2

-0.478

-0.505

-0.533

-0.564

-0.598

H3

49.861

47.352

44.844

42.335

39.824

Hi

50.252

47.766

45.280

42.797

40.315

∆H3

-0.392

-0.413

-0.437

-0.462

-0.490

H4

49.775

47.262

44.748

42.233

39.716

Hi

50.323

47.841

45.359

42.880

40.403

∆H4

-0.548

-0.579

-0.611

-0.647

-0.687

% ∆t imposed

0

5%

10%

15%

20%

E∆H is %relative discrepancy* in
∆H relative to Run 8@

0

5.59%

11.17%

17.97%

25.26%

% departure from linearity Ld

0

10.78%

11.34%

20.19%

27.14%

AQUIFER THICKNESS T

P-1

P-2

P-3

P-4
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% Difference in drawdown

30
Run 13
25
1:1 Line

Run 12

20

δ reflects departure from linearity

15

Run 11

10
Run 10
5
Run 8; baseline

% Differences
relative to Run 8

0
0

5

10
15
20
% Difference in aquifer thickness

25

30

Figure 5-4 Departure from linearity

5.4 Analytical element model Timml
The concept of linearity underpins the analytical elements method (Bakker and Strack,
2003), which implements multiple analytical elements (each representing a stress or a
boundary), and uses the superposition principle to described the state of the aquifer; it
provides a balance (trade-off) between model complexity and an accurate representation of
the groundwater system. The freely available code ‘Timml’, which adopt this method is used
in this work. Steady state analyses using ‘Timml’ would identify the long-term (ultimate)
drawdown due to various development scenarios. This method lends itself to a probabilistic
modelling approach since the analytical solutions require significantly shorter run times
compared to iterative numerical solutions.
‘Timml’ has been benchmarked in multiple peer reviewed publications (Bakker, 2007;
Bakker et al., 2007; Bakker, 2013) against both semi-analytic solutions and MODFLOW
numerical model of McDonald and Harbaugh (1988). In addition, the particular model
setting used in this work to simulate drawdown in the Peel study area will be further
validated against an explicit mathematical solution designed for this particular problem.
Figure 5-5 shows the boundary conditions where the western boundary represents the
Serpentine River, the eastern no-flow boundary, and the other two no-flow boundaries
represent flow lines perpendicular to the northern and southern boundaries. Note that the
explicit solution (Eq. 6) does not account for the presence of rivers, hence for the specific
purpose of validation described herein, the northern boundary condition was assumed to be
a no-flow boundary (which is still correct owing to the perpendicular flow lines); it is
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worthwhile mentioning that no-flow boundaries have been implemented on the northern
and southern sides of the Murray study area model domain (Hall et al., 2009).
For a homogenous aquifer, the explicit closed form solution for the head at any point (x, y)
due to an extraction point with a rate Q (m/day) in a domain with the boundaries shown in
Figure 5-5 is given by (Dr. John Knight, personal communications):

Figure 5-5 Conceptual diagram of flow domain and boundaries

𝑅𝑒

ℎ𝑥,𝑦 = 2𝑇 𝑥(2𝐿 − 𝑥) + 𝑄 ∑

𝑛=∞

𝑙𝑛 (
𝑛=−∞

𝐹𝑟𝑎𝑐1𝑎×𝐹𝑟𝑎𝑐2𝑎×𝐹𝑟𝑎𝑐1𝑏×𝐹𝑟𝑎𝑐2𝑏
4𝜋

)

(Eq. 6)

Where:
𝐹𝑟𝑎𝑐1𝑎 =

𝐹𝑟𝑎𝑐2𝑎 =

𝐹𝑟𝑎𝑐1𝑏 =

cosh ((𝑦 − (4𝑛𝐿 + 𝑏)) × 𝜋⁄2𝑊 ) − cos ((𝑥 + 𝑎) × 𝜋⁄2𝑊
cosh ((𝑦 − (4𝑛𝐿 + 𝑏)) × 𝜋⁄2𝑊 ) − cos ((𝑥 − 𝑎) × 𝜋⁄2𝑊
cosh ((𝑦 − (4𝑛𝐿 + 𝑏)) × 𝜋⁄2𝑊 ) + cos ((𝑥 − 𝑎) × 𝜋⁄2𝑊
cosh ((𝑦 − (4𝑛𝐿 + 𝑏)) × 𝜋⁄2𝑊 ) + cos ((𝑥 + 𝑎) × 𝜋⁄2𝑊
cosh ((𝑦 − ((4𝑛 + 2) × 𝐿 − 𝑏)) × 𝜋⁄2𝑊 ) − cos ((𝑥 + 𝑎) × 𝜋⁄2𝑊
cosh ((𝑦 − ((4𝑛 + 2) × 𝐿 − 𝑏)) × 𝜋⁄2𝑊 ) − cos ((𝑥 − 𝑎) × 𝜋⁄2𝑊
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𝐹𝑟𝑎𝑐2𝑏 =

cosh ((𝑦 − ((4𝑛 + 2) × 𝐿 − 𝑏)) × 𝜋⁄2𝑊 ) + cos ((𝑥 − 𝑎) × 𝜋⁄2𝑊
cosh ((𝑦 − ((4𝑛 + 2) × 𝐿 − 𝑏)) × 𝜋⁄2𝑊 ) + cos ((𝑥 + 𝑎) × 𝜋⁄2𝑊

where
hx,y

is the head at any point x, y (m)

Re

is uniform recharge rate (m/day)

T

is aquifer transmissivity m2/day

Q

is the extraction rate m3/day

W

is domain width (m); distance between the constant head and no-flow boundaries

L

is half the domain length (m); distance from the origin to the no-flow boundary

a, b

x- and y-coordinates of the extraction point (m)

x, y

x- and y-coordinates where head is being calculated (m)

n

is a number of times the equation is summed (n=10 provides adequate results)

A pilot simulation was carried out to compare head estimates derived from the explicit
analytical solution (Eq. 6) and Timml analytical elements software. The flow domain and
boundaries are shown in Figure 5-5, which resembles the conditions of the Superficial
Aquifer. An aquifer thickness of 20 m and a hydraulic conductivity of 10 m/day were
assumed. A constant head boundary on the western side was a head equal to 20 m was
assumed. Three extraction points were simulated: W1 = 1500 m3/day at x=5000 m, y=12500
m; W2 = 1800 m3/day at x-12500 m, y=12500 m; and W3 = 900 m3/day at x=12500 m,
y=5000. Figure 5-6 shows that the head contours derived from the two methods are
identical where the blue contours are derived from the explicit analytical solution and the
red contours are derived from the Timml model.
It is worth noting that term (2) of Eq. 6 does not contain recharge as a variable, however,
recharge is only added as an extra term to calculate the final head, which implicitly means
that is does impact drawdown calculations as drawdown is derived as follows:
Initial condition:
recharge (Re)

h (initial) = h (recharge)

initial head due to

After extraction:
extraction

h (final) = h (recharge) + h (extraction)

final head due to Re and

Drawdown:

D = h (final) - h (initial) = h (extraction)

recharge cancels out

As mentioned earlier, the only compromise that results from linearizing the groundwater
equation is ignoring the added transmissivity that the recharge causes (as the saturated
aquifer thickness increases).
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W1

W2

W3

Figure 5-6 Comparison between explicit analytical solution and Timml results (explicit closed form solution
in blue, Timml in red)
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5.5 Comparing head and drawdown predictions from Timml and
Modflow
In the previous section, we demonstrated that the concepts of linearity and superposition,
which underpin the analytical elements modelling method, do apply. In this section, we will
implement the analytical elements code ‘Timml’ and compare its steady state predictions
with those derived from an identical Modflow model.
Figure 5-7 shows the Modflow model domain and boundaries. The model’s discretisation,
boundaries and parameters are identical to those used in the previous section (Figure 5-5);
50 m cells, K = 10 m/day, constant head boundary on the western side and no-flow
boundaries on the other sides. However, the saturated thickness of the aquifer was
assumed to be 20 m, which is similar to that of the Superficial Aquifer, which ensures that
the test cases would be relevant to the current study. Two initial conditions were examined,
namely, steady state under recharge rates of 30 and 100 mm/year (also similar to those
observed in the Peel region). Twelve head observation points (O1-O12) were used to
monitor the head changes in the aquifer due to an extraction point, which is located at x =
500 m and y = 600 m with an extraction rate of 1000 m3/day.
The exact conditions (domain, boundaries, and stresses) were replicated using the ‘Timml’
analytical elements model (with the exception of grid discretisation, which is irrelevant to
the method); the 1000 m long boundaries were discretised into twenty, 50-m elements to
enhance the solution accuracy.

Figure 5-7 Modflow model domain showing boundaries, observation wells, and an extraction well
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A comparison of the heads derived from the two modelling approaches is shown in Figure
5-8. Sample results for the 100 mm/year recharge case show an excellent agreement
between the heads derived from the two modelling approaches. Figure 5-9 shows marginal
discrepancies of about 1% in head predictions derived from the two approaches for both
recharge cases. The drawdown was estimated by subtracting the heads due to the
extraction stress from the initial conditions (20 m + head rise due to recharge). Drawdown
estimates derived from the two approaches that are shown in Figure 5-10, are consistent
with the errors associated with the simplifying assumptions that underpin the analytical
approach, which were presented in the previous section. The average drawdown at the
twelve observation points was about 2m, which represents 10% of the saturated aquifer
thickness. Figure 5-11 shows that the maximum discrepancy in drawdown between the two
approaches was about 9%, which is consistent with the analyses carried out in the previous
section (refer back to Table 5-5); this is attributed to the departure from the assumptions of
perfect linearity. Note that the small discrepancies in head predictions (small head
difference divided by large aquifer thickness) were amplified into much larger discrepancies
in drawdown as the head difference was divided by a much smaller drawdown (compared
to the larger aquifer thickness used when calculating discrepancies in heads). As mentioned
earlier, such discrepancies can also arise from a 10% uncertainty in aquifer hydraulic
conductivity, a property that is notoriously uncertain. The probabilistic approach that
accounts for the uncertainty in aquifer hydraulic conductivity would implicitly account for
the uncertainties associated with the assumptions of linearity.

20

AEM

Modflow

R = 100 mm/yr

Head (m)

19
18
17
16
O1 O2 O3 O4 O5 O6 O7 O8 O9 O10 O11 O12
Head observation point
Figure 5-8 Comparison of head predictions derived from Timml and Modflow
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Figure 5-9 Discrepancy (%) in Timml head predictions compared to Modflow
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Figure 5-10 Comparison of drawdown predictions derived from Timml and Modflow
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Figure 5-11 Discrepancy (%) in Timml drawdown predictions compared to Modflow
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6 Application of Timml for impact assessment of
groundwater abstraction from the Superficial
Aquifer
Timml was adopted to estimate steady state drawdowns in the Superficial Aquifer. The
steady state approach provides ultimate long-term drawdowns. The approach is justified as
the observed water levels in most of the Superficial Aquifer bores are at a state of dynamic
equilibrium (see Figures in Appendix A3). Implicitly, the analysis does not account for
climate change effects. The impacts of existing allocations are assumed to have been
realised, and hence were not include in the model.
A probabilistic modelling approach was adopted with results displayed as contours of
probability for exceeding certain drawdown thresholds, namely, 0.25 m, 0.5 m, 0.75 m, and
1.0 m. The parameters that were randomly varied across the 1000 model runs were: aquifer
hydraulic conductivity, location of extraction points within the identified extractions zones,
and the resistance of the riverbed.

6.1 Aquifer domain, physical and hydrologic boundaries
The model domain covers the PIWI study area as shown in Figure 6-1. A single layer model
having a saturated thickness of 20 m was developed to represent the Superficial Aquifer.
The flow domain has a no-flow boundary on the eastern side, which represents the scarp.
Similarly, a no-flow boundary was implemented on the southern side of the domain since
flow is predominantly from east to west. On the northern side, the boundary is represented
by the Serpentine River. On the western side, and due to the discovery of the saline wedge
(Section 2.2.4), the Serpentine River also represented that boundary; it was extended
further south to represent the estuary.
As far as predicting drawdown due to extraction is concerned, Eq. (6) clearly shows that
recharge is an additive component to the final head, and as one subtracts heads to estimate
drawdown, the recharge component get cancelled out as was demonstrated in Section 3.5,
hence, it does not alter drawdown estimates. It should be noted that drawdown estimates
in areas that are remote from permanent water sources (such as rivers and constant head
boundaries), the analytical linearized approach would result in overestimating drawdown
(conservative) due to additive nature of recharge.
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Figure 6-1 Model boundaries and river network for Peel Timml model

6.2 Surface-groundwater interactions
The river network that was deemed necessary to be included within the model domain is
shown in Figure 6-1. The rivers were represented by Resistance Line Sinks in Timml; this
element requires a pressure head (m) and riverbed resistance (days) as input.
The pressure head was derived from the surface-groundwater interaction analysis
presented in Appendix A3. The differences in levels between groundwater bores and
riverbeds at thirteen points of interest analysed in Appendix A3 are shown in Figure 6-2.
Heads at the centre of each element representing river segments (in Figure 6-1) were
calculated by linear interpolation of the values shown in Figure 6-2. The lines shown in
Figure 6-2 represent river profiles indicating that segments above the zero-y-coordinate are
gaining and those below it are losing.
River resistance is the reciprocal of the leakage coefficient, the latter determines the rate at
which water is exchanged between the river network and groundwater. It was assigned
values that varied between 1 x 10-6 (sec-1) for high hydraulic contact and 1 x 10-7 (sec-1) for
low hydraulic contact, which is the range recommended by the Danish Hydrological Institute
(DHI) reported in the Lower Serpentine Hydrological Study of Marillier et al. (2011). Hence,
for the 1000 runs conducted to identify the probability of exceeding drawdown thresholds,
river resistance was randomly and uniformly sampled from the range 11.5-115 (day).
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Figure 6-2 Differences in levels between riverbeds and nearby bores within Peel Timml model

6.3 Aquifer heterogeneity
The analytical element model Timml assigns a unique hydraulic conductivity (K) to each
model layer (the default K for the layer). However, aquifer heterogeneity can be
represented by adding ‘Inhomogeneity’ elements within a layer, which can have different K
values; this results in a model multiple ‘K-regions’ (the default layer plus the inhomogeneity
areas). The probabilistic modelling approach involves random sampling from a range or a
distribution of hydraulic conductivities ‘K-class’, which results in a different K value being
assigned to each K-region during every simulation. Therefore, the K-regions represent
spatial aquifer heterogeneity, and the K-classes represent the variation of hydraulic
conductivity within a K-region, which informs the random sampling exercise that accounts
for the uncertainty in defining the heterogeneity (see Figure 6-3). The identification of the
spatial K-regions and the range of hydraulic conductivities of K-classes was underpinned by
the lithology model, discussed in Section 2.1.
The soil classifications and associated hydraulic parameters presented by Carsel and Parrish
(1988) were adopted here to identify the hydraulic conductivities of various soil classes.
Four K classes were used to describe the K-regions identified in the Peel study area (Table
6-1).
For the purpose of the Timml analytical model, the lithology model identifies three Kregions, namely, high-K (>10 m/day), medium-K (1-10 m/day), and Low-K (<1 m/day). Note
that the latter was later split into two classes to better inform the random sampling exercise
(Table 6-1).
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Table 6-1 K-classes describing the K-regions in the Peel study area
K-CLASS

HYDRAULIC CONDUCTIVITY
RANGE M/DAY

DESCRIPTION

High-K

K-1

10 - 100

Coarse sand, gravel

Medium-K

K-2

1 - 10

Sand, sand loam

K-3

0.1 – 1

Sandy clay loam, silt loam

K-4

0.02 – 0.1

Silty clay, silt, clay

Low-K

The lithology data for the top 20m were integrated to define one layer that represents the
Superficial Formation. The end result of the lithology model is a 2-dimensional grid at a
resolution of 100m easting, 100m northing over the rectangle covering the area of interest.
This grid is derived from a 3-dimensional data cube of hydraulic classes at a resolution of
100m easting, 100m northing, and 1m Australian Height Datum (AHD), and the digital
elevation model (DEM). For a given geolocation in the grid, the hydraulic classes over the 20
depths (20 m depth) are averaged, and the result rounded to the closest class (integer
code).
There are two preceding high level steps to get a cube of conductivity classes: interpolation
from bore log depth and geolocations to a 3D grid, and mapping lithologies to hydraulic
conductivities. These two steps are not commutative, so there are two possible pathways to
transform data. We decided to first interpolate primary and secondary lithologies from bore
data point to grid, prior to mapping to a grid of hydraulic classes. This has the advantage to
keep detailed lithology information as long as possible, as the classification from eleven
primary and secondary lithology classes down to three hydraulic classes is unavoidably
reducing information.
In order to retain some quantitative information about the lithology that ended up mapping
to a certain K-region, we produce frequency plots of primary and secondary lithologies over
the first twenty metres below ground (Figure 6-3). The interpolation algorithm used to
extrapolate lithologies at bore locations is the supervised machine learning algorithm knearest neighbours (KNN), used to classify each grid cell in the data cube. Interpolation is
made at every metre in the AHD, i.e. the lithology classification algorithm is trained and
applied for every bore log data entry available at this given AHD depth.
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Figure 6-3 Conceptual diagram showing lithology model

The spatial distribution of the K-regions as derived from the lithology model is shown in
Figure 6-4. The boundaries of the K-regions derived from the lithology analysis were
simplified then implemented in the Timml analytical element model as shown in Figure 6-5;
the Medium-K region was assigned as the default model hydraulic conductivity, and the
Low-K region was assigned as inhomogeneity elements (areas outlined in yellow, Figure
6-5). As the High-K region was mostly outside the hydrologic boundary of the model (the
Serpentine River to the west), it was not included in the model.
Since each K-region is associated with a range of hydraulic conductivities, the frequency
plots of primary and secondary lithologies within each K-region were re-analysed to identify
the frequency of each lithology description (sand, clay, etc.; at the 1-m resolution) with the
aim of defining frequency plots that can be used for the random sampling routine with an
additional K-class introduced at the lower end of the K spectrum (K-4, Table 5-1). Therefore,
the integration of the 3-dimensional data cube helped define spatial K-regions of similar
hydraulic properties that can be easily represented in the Timml model, and the frequency
plots of the K-classes preserved the information that was lost in integrating the data when
the K-regions were identified.
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High-K Region
Medium-K Region

Low-K Region

Figure 6-4 Hydraulic conductivity regions within the Peel study area

Figure 6-5 K-regions in Timml with green outlined areas representing Low-K-region and remainder is
medium-K region (refer to previous figure); dotted red line is Keysbrook1; blue line is extraction zones
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The resulting frequency plots for the two K-regions shown in Figure 6-6 and Figure 6-7
would inform the random sampling exercise. In this work, 1000 runs were conducted to
identify the probability of exceeding drawdown thresholds, so for example, the low-K region
(identified in yellow in Figure 6-5), the runs would consist of: 180 runs with Class K-2, 520
runs with Class K-3, and 300 runs with Class K-4 (as informed by the histogram shown in
Figure 6-6). Once a K-class for a particular run has been identified for the K-region, uniform
random sampling within that class then identifies the unique K for that K-region during that
specific run (e.g., for K-2, a random number ranging from 1 to 10 would be selected).
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Figure 6-6 Hydraulic conductivity distribution within low-K region
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Figure 6-7 Hydraulic conductivity distribution within medium-K region
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6.4 Identifying potential extraction zones
Groundwater allocation planning always aims at minimising potential adverse impacts on
sensitive environmental assets. In the PIWI region 16% area is associated with groundwater
dependent ecosystems. The significant portions of identified GDEs are identified as being
under a high risk and groundwater drawdown thresholds over the next 10 years were at 0 m
(see Figure 2-18). This means that for these GDEs, any additional groundwater drawdown
from future groundwater abstraction would pose an unacceptable risk of impacts from
reduced water availability. In other arears, the groundwater drawdown thresholds over the
next 10 years were set between 0.25 and 3.0 m.

6.5 Groundwater extractions
Based on knowledge of the distribution of sensitive environmental assets that was
described in the previous section, potential extraction zones were identified and
subsequently discretised into square and rectangular shapes (blue outlines in Figure 6-5)
and their areas were calculated. A total of 21 extraction points were randomly distributer
across those zones with an equal extraction rate allocated to each point. The number of
extraction points within each zone was identified via an area-weighing scheme (i.e., a shape
with double the area would have double the number of extraction points). The extraction
points were randomly allocated across the identified extraction zones during the 1000 runs
conducted to identify the probability of exceeding drawdown thresholds. Four total
allocations were modelled, namely, 0.25 GL/year, 0.50 GL/year, 0.75 GL/year, and 1.0
GL/year. The random allocation of extraction points is particularly advantageous in this case
as the identified extraction area is within the close vicinity of the heterogeneity area (Figure
6-5), hence a random allocation of extraction points would reduce the bias resulting from
deliberately locating an extraction point in a low-k or a high-k area.

6.6 Identifying risk of exceeding drawdown thresholds
One thousand simulations were conducted for each of the four allocations scenarios to
identify the probability of exceeding certain drawdown thresholds, namely, 0.25 m, 0.50 m,
and 0.75 m. As discussed in previous sections, three variables were assigned random values
during every simulation, namely, hydraulic conductivity, river resistance, and the location of
the extraction point. Pressure heads were calculated for a 50m × 50m square grid. The head
at each point was tested to identify whether it exceeded the drawdown threshold at every
grid point for each of the 1000 simulations. Exceedance probabilities were the calculated
with the results plotted as contour lines. The results are shown in Figure 6-8 to Figure 6-19.
It is worthwhile emphasising that the drawdown estimates of the current approach are at
steady state and are hence very conservative. The time frames during which drawdown
occurs can be very large thus indicating that a steady state can only be realised at times that
are well beyond management periods. Another aspect is the issue of inundation and
rejected recharge. As drawdown occurs, new storage space will be introduced into the
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aquifer, which invites further recharge that can offset the drawdown; this is not accounted
for in the current modelling.

Figure 6-8 Probability contours for exceeding 0.25 m drawdown for allocation = 0.25 GL

Figure 6-9 Probability contours for exceeding 0.50 m drawdown for allocation = 0.25 GL
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Figure 6-10 Probability contours for exceeding 0.75 m drawdown for allocation = 0.25 GL

Figure 6-11 Probability contours for exceeding 1.0 m drawdown for allocation = 0.25 GL
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Figure 6-12 Probability contours for exceeding 0.25 m drawdown for allocation = 0.50 GL

Figure 6-13 Probability contours for exceeding 0.50 m drawdown for allocation = 0.50 GL
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Figure 6-14 Probability contours for exceeding 0.75 m drawdown for allocation = 0.50 GL

Figure 6-15 Probability contours for exceeding 1.0 m drawdown for allocation = 0.50GL
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Figure 6-16 Probability contours for exceeding 0.25 m drawdown for allocation = 0.75GL

Figure 6-17 Probability contours for exceeding 0.50 m drawdown for allocation = 0.75 GL
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Figure 6-18 Probability contours for exceeding 0.75 m drawdown for allocation = 0.75 GL

Figure 6-19 Probability contours for exceeding 1.0 m drawdown for allocation = 0.75 GL
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6.7 Concluding remarks
The current analytical modelling has demonstrated how a probabilistic approach can be
implemented to identify potential risk associated with groundwater developments within
the PIWI region. The probabilistic approach was informed by the data integration process
where the lithology analysis produced prior statistical distributions used for the stochastic
sampling of hydraulic conductivities thus providing a more realistic representation of the
heterogeneity of the Superficial Formation. Assessment of the sensitive environmental
assets within the region identified potential areas where future groundwater developments
can be targeted. The pilot analytical model produced probability contours of exceeding
drawdown thresholds for various hypothetical extraction volumes within Keysbrook1
groundwater management area.
The new knowledge acquired in the current study would greatly would enhance the
conceptualisation of a future numerical model. A future numerical model should include a
more realistic representation of the discontinuous confining layer that separates the
Superficial Formation and Leederville Formation as such areas can act as potential windows
of recharge between the two. The model should correctly represent the connection
between the Leederville Formation and the underlying formations. West of the fault zone,
the aquitard is represented by the South Perth Shale where the formation is flat. East of the
fault zone, the aquitard is not well defined and is likely associated with discontinues, high
conductivity layers, which are likely to be affect by faults. It is obvious that the fault has a
significant influence on flow dynamics and hence its inclusion in a future numerical model
warranted. On the western side of the study, the saline wedge under the Serpentine River
can influence the function of a hydrological boundary on the western side of the area.
Recent declining heads in the Leederville Formation and Cattamarra Coal Measures need be
accounted for.
Despite the significant advances achieved in the current work, many uncertainties still
remain. Hence, alternative conceptualisations may be deemed necessary in a future model
with data worth analysis being a valuable option for optimising future investments.
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Appendices
A.1

Lithofacies modelling

A.1.1 Overview Lithofacies modelling
Lithofacies models form an important part of the PIWI study. The role of the lithofacies
models in this project is to improve the understanding of the internal architecture of
sediments, the associated hydraulic property distribution within the Superficial Formations
and the relationship of the Superficial Formations to underlying formations (i.e. the
Leederville Formation). In addition, and in combination with the AEM data, the lithofacies
modelling also helps to confirm or refine the existing boundaries between the Superficial
Formation and the underlying hydrostratigraphic units (i.e. Leederville Formation or
Rockingham Sand). The result of the lithology modelling is a three-dimensional data cube
with a predicted lithology class for each grid cell (with a 100 by 100 m horizontal resolution)
below the ground surface. The lithological property models can be viewed in a variety of
useful ways, including through the creation of cross-sections or visualisation through planar
transects.

A.1.2 Methodology
Initial exploratory data analysis
Bore logs constitute the main source of data for the construction of the lithofacies models
for the PIWI study area. The initial exploratory lithology analysis performed in this study was
based on 1136 bores (Figure A 1) with a total of 6788 individual lithology descriptions, where
each description corresponds to a lithological description for a particular depth horizon.
These data were supplemented in March 2018 with additional sites, comprising a total of
1539 lithology log entries. The combination of the two data sets resulted in a total of 8327
entries with the primary attributes of interest to subsequent steps “Depth To (m)”, “Site
Ref”, “Lithological Description”, and “Depth From (m)”. An associated merged data table
links the “Site Ref” identifier to geographic locations. Details of the procedure are in the
notebook Peel_litho_description_eda.ipynb (name of python notebook).
Most of the groundwater bores in the PIWI study area are relatively shallow (mostly less
than 50 m). In addition to these shallow bores, the deeper AM bores form the major source
of information for defining layer boundaries between deeper formations (e.g. between the
different members of the Leederville Formation or between the Leederville Formation and
the South Perth Shale). Bore log records with a thickness of less than one metre were
removed from the lithofacies analysis, as this is the vertical resolution at which the spatial
interpolation is performed. After removing these records, the remaining dataset comprised
6183 individual lithology depth descriptions.
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Figure A 1 Groundwater bore lithological descriptions at 5 m depth.

The next step in the initial exploratory analysis was to find the most common words in the
lithological descriptions, with the terms “sand” and “clay” appearing to be the most
frequent observations (see Figure A 2).
Examples of the challenges in classifying and simplifying lithological descriptions include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Long period of time between log collection (1950’s until present)
Different terms are often used to describe the same lithology
The use of negative references terms (e.g. no clay)
Different purpose for drilling influences log descriptions
Abbreviations are often used
Not fully formed sentences may be more difficult for Natural Language Processing
(NLP) software.
Semantic confusion (“same as 80 ft.”)

To overcome these challenges, a lexicon with commonly used lithological terms was used.
This allowed to expand abbreviations (e.g. qtz to quartz), correct the most common spelling
errors, plurals and synonyms and to facilitate further text classification. From a list of
frequency of terms, the following most commonly identified terms were identified as major
lithology classes:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

'sand',
'sandstone',
'clay',
'limestone',
'shale',
'coffee',
'silt',
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Figure A 2 Frequency of the primary and b) secondary lithological observations’

•
•
•
•

'gravel',
'granite',
'soil',
'loam'

After iteratively refining and cleaning the lithology classifications, 451 out of 8327 entries
remained without a detected primary lithology (Figure A 2a), and 5000 entries without a
secondary lithology (Figure A 2b).
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Although many of the unclassified lithological descriptions should likely be unclassified (e.g.
“not logged”), it is worth noting that other descriptions (e.g. “clayey and silty sequence;
lignite and pyrite abundant”) could likely be classified by a knowledgeable expert but were
missed by the automated text detection procedure. This highlights the need for further
research into text processing and classification of descriptive lithology.

A.1.3 Blending spatial information
Geographic information (i.e. easting and northing) is not directly present in the lithology
records table. This was therefore added by merging data tables and using the site reference
codes as a key. Subsequently, this was blended with the DEM information producing AHD
heights out of information of depth below ground in the log entries.
The depth-related columns were rounded to the nearest integer value and entries were
removed where the resulting depths have degenerated to 0, so that we end up with a
vertical resolution of 1 m, adequate for the subsequent spatial interpolation step, resulting
in a dataset now with 7691 entries.

A.1.4 Facies classification
The purpose of this step is to obtain a regular 3D grid of primary and secondary lithologies
from bore lithology descriptions, which then can be converted into grids of hydraulic
conductivity classes. There are two preceding high level steps required to obtain a cube of
conductivity classes:
•
•

interpolation from bore log depth and geographic locations to a 3D grid
conversion of mapped lithologies to hydraulic conductivities.

These two steps are not commutative, and there are two possible pathways to transform
the data. We decided to first interpolate primary and secondary lithologies from bore data
point to grid, prior to mapping to a grid of hydraulic classes. This has the advantage that it
allows to keep detailed lithology information as long as possible, as the reduction from
eleven primary and secondary lithology classes down to three hydraulic classes inevitably
results in a reduction of information. Furthermore, where the secondary lithology was
missing, this was infilled for it to be equal to the primary lithology. Leaving missing values in
the secondary lithology classification is detrimental as it intuitively introduces artefacts in
the gridded interpolation of secondary lithologies, and this can be detrimental to the
primary lithology information at the next step.

A.1.5 Spatial interpolation of primary and secondary lithology classes
Primary and secondary lithologies are interpolated from points at bore geographic locations,
forming a stack of 236 by 313 grid with a horizontal resolution of 100 m. The interpolation is
conducted with a vertical resolution of one metre AHD, using the K-nearest neighbour (KNN)
algorithm (https://scikit-
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learn.org/stable/modules/generated/sklearn.neighbors.KNeighborsClassifier.html)
configured to use the 10 closest neighbours with inverse distance weighting.
The range of AHD heights was chosen in a suitable range to interpolation based on the
availability of data at a given height (Figure A 3).

Figure A 3 Distribution of data for heights relative to AHD
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Figure A 4 Lithological property models for a) clay; b); Sandstone; c) Sand above the Leederville Formation
and d) Limestone above the Leederville Formation. These images are for illustration only and form the basis
for the advanced models presented later in this section.

The KNN algorithm can produce probabilistic predictions for each lithology class (Figure A 4),
and can be retained; the most likely class is otherwise treated as resulting lithology class for
the grid cell. The presence or absence of each lithological property at a particular point in
the subsurface across the PIWI study area can then be assessed spatially, making it possible
to assess the probable occurrence of each key lithology (e.g. the property ‘Clay’ or
‘Sandstone’, Figure A 4). Furthermore, stratigraphic information such as the top of the
Leederville Formation (at the same time corresponding in most parts of the PIWI study area
to the base of the Superficial Formation) can be incorporated as an additional constraint, as
illustrated in Figure A 4b. Here, only those data for the observation ‘sand’ above the top of
the Leederville Formation are considered. In effect, the resulting spatial models show the
distribution of the selected properties only within the Superficial Formation.
The developed tool also provides a probabilistic estimate of the lithology for a given point in
the subsurface, i.e. a set of probabilities equal to the number of lithology classes. A
visualisation of the probability of a given class such as ‘Sand’ is possible as shown in Figure A
4. In this case, the light colours indicate the likely presence of sand, whereas the dark
colours suggest that sand is likely to be absent.
We end up with a 3D gird of primary and secondary lithologies, which can be visually
assessed interactively as presented in Figure A 5.

Figure A 5 Interactive visualisation of interpolated lithology classes.
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A.1.6 Conversion of lithological classes into hydraulic conductivity classes
The resulting 3D grids of primary and secondary lithologies were then mapped for each grid
cell to one of three conductivity classes, resulting in a 3D grid of hydraulic conductivities.
The vertical resolution of the grid is, as for the lithology classes, one metre. For the purpose
of assessing the surface aquifer, we produce an average of the conductivities over the first
20 metre depths (Figure A 7). The resulting average is rounded to the nearest class (integer
code), resulting in a map of hydraulic conductivities and corresponding probabilities as
shown in Figure A 6.

Figure A 6 Example of probabilistic conductivity class visualisation

Figure A 7 average hydraulic conductivity over 20 metres depth
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A.2

Summary of aquifer properties

Table A 1 Hydraulic properties for Superficial Formation
Observation
bore ID

Observation
bore lat.

Observation
bore long

AI11B

-32.023516189

AI7B

T

S

2

(dimensionless)

Kv

B
(m)

115.839348704

B1963

14

506

–

36

–

–

–

0.14

-32.023967378

115.839364190

B1963

14

260

–

19

–

–

–

0.31

AI3A

-32.014549560

115.840351236

B1963

17

605

–

36

–

–

–

0.22

MD3

#N/A

#N/A

HJ1955

–

470

3.40E-04

–

–

–

–

–

PD1

#N/A

#N/A

HJ1955

–

214

3.00E-03

–

–

–

–

–

GG2-OW

-31.539107650

115.781252170

B1963

48

5314, 4943

1.7E-04, 6.9E-05

111, 103

–

–

–

0.003, 0.002

PE1A

-31.538446560

115.781205350

B1963

48

4087, 4251

4.6E-05, 1.9E-05

85, 89

–

–

–

0.038, 0.002

PE1B

-31.538419550

115.781202120

B1963

48

3665, 3796

5.6E-03, 7.3E-04

76, 79

–

–

–

0.12, 0.06

PE1C

-31.538395270

115.781200750

B1963

48

3796, 3796

–

79, 79

–

–

–

0.10, 0.10

PE2A

-31.538101200

115.781184350

B1963

48

5184, 5593

2.7E-04, 2.4E-04

108, 117

–

–

–

0.02, 0.01

PE2B

-31.538072840

115.781181880

B1963

48

4428, 4831

2.4E-03, 2.9E-03

92, 101

–

–

–

0.06, 0.06

PE2C

-31.538044230

115.781180030

B1963

48

4251, 4088

–

89, 85

–

–

–

0.07, 0.06

JE14A

-32.140400000

115.862200000

N1975

41

410

6.90E-04

10

0.07

–

–

0.11

JE14B

-32.140400000

115.862300000

N1975

41

202

3.70E-04

4.9

0.03

–

–

0.04

JE15A

-32.140300000

115.861200000

N1975

41

397

5.30E-04

9.7

0.07

–

–

0.14

JE15B

-32.140300000

115.861200000

N1975

41

201

2.10E-04

4.9

0.03

–

–

0.03

JE16A

-32.139900000

115.860900000

N1975

41

424

4.80E-04

10.4

0.07

–

–

0.08

JE16B

-32.139900000

115.860900000

N1975

41

202

2.50E-04

4.9

0.03

–

–

0.04

JE9A

-32.140486190

115.861660630

N1975

41

357

4.40E-04

8.7

0.06

–

–

0.12

(m /d)

Kh (m/d)

Ka
(m/d)

Ss

Analysis
method*

(m/d)

Sy
(dimensionless)

(1/m)
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JE9B

-32.140477360

115.861681940

N1975

41

164

1.20E-04

4

0.03

–

–

0.07

JE4A

-32.166659799

115.897622929

T1935

11

183

–

17

–

–

–

–

JE4A

-32.166659799

115.897622929

W1962

11

172

1.30E-04

16

–

1.10E02

1.20E-05

–

JE5A

-32.166045000

115.897613390

T1935

10

200

–

20

–

–

–

–

JE5A

-32.166045000

115.897613390

W1962

10

187

1.10E-04

19

–

6.00E03

1.10E-05

–

MER-MW1A

-32.476408807

115.779461468

CJ1946

13

1818

–

145

–

–

–

0.19

MER-MW3A

-32.501486768

115.761176482

CJ1946

12

29000

–

2479

–

–

–

0.21

JE1A

-32.115277050

115.872212760

HJ1955

–

304, 270

2.6E-4, 2.0E-4

–

–

–

–

–

JE1A

-32.115277050

115.872212760

HJ1955

–

302

2.70E-04

–

–

–

–

–

JE2A

-32.115035580

115.872448920

HJ1955

–

297, 312

2.6E-04, 2.4E-04

–

–

–

–

–

JE6A

-32.146335710

115.849140170

B1963

38

184, 193,
195

1.30E-04

5, 5, 5

–

–

5.5E-03, 5.0E02

–

JE6A

-32.146335710

115.849140170

N1975

38

186, 186,
193

1.20E-04

5, 5, 5

1.3E-02, 1.3E02

–

7.2E-03, 2.6E02

–

JE6A

-32.146335710

115.849140170

T1935

38

212

–

15

–

–

–

–

JE6A

-32.146335710

115.849140170

W1962

38

193

1.30E-04

14

1.00E-03

–

–

–

JE7A

-32.145793550

115.849040950

B1963

38

202, 214,
223

9.80E-05

5, 6, 6

–

–

1.8E-03, 1.8E02

–

JE7A

-32.145793550

115.849040950

N1975

38

165, 166,
168

9.30E-05

4, 4, 4

6.0E-03, 6.0E03

–

1.3E-02, 1.3E02

–

JE7A

-32.145793550

115.849040950

T1935

38

170

–

8

–

–

–

JE7A

-32.145793550

115.849040950

W1962

38

214

9.80E-05

10

2.00E-03

–

–

–

JB10A (test
1)

-31.728538770

115.851939550

B1963

18

337, 430

–

19, 24

–

–

–

–
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JB10A (test
2)

-31.728538770

115.851939550

B1963

18

328, 364

–

28, 20

–

–

–

–

JB16A (test
1)

-31.729918700

115.852007350

B1963

18

72, 529

–

26, 29

–

–

–

–

JB16A (test
2)

-31.729918700

115.852007350

B1963

18

403, 410

–

22, 23

–

–

–

–

JB17A (test
1)

-31.730360790

115.852012450

B1963

18

488, 541

–

27, 30

–

–

–

–

JB17A (test
2)

-31.730360790

115.852012450

B1963

18

413, 420

–

23, 23

–

–

–

–

WE1A

-31.736150580

115.894650630

H1960

19

199

1.70E-03

–

–

–

–

–

WE1B

-31.736123520

115.894650950

H1960

19

185

1.20E-03

–

–

–

–

–

WE2A

-31.735708570

115.894655880

H1960

19

206

9.00E-04

–

–

–

–

–

WE2B

-31.735681510

115.894656200

H1960

19

178

7.00E-04

–

–

–

–

–

WE3A

-31.739597520

115.931757970

W1962

15

304, 304

1.2E-04, 1.1E-03

–

–

–

–

–

WE3B

-31.739597340

115.931736860

W1962

15

266, 266

5.7E-04, 5.7E-04

–

–

–

–

–

WE4

-31.739600710

115.932137970

W1962

15

304, 337

8.6E-04, 8.2E-04

–

–

–

–

–

WE5A

-31.740199430

115.931455480

W1962

15

287, 366

5.1E-04, 4.4E-04

–

–

–

–

–

WE5B

-31.740226220

115.931423500

W1962

15

157, 156

3.7E-03, 4.2E-03

–

–

–

–

–

*Analysis method references:
CJ1946 = Cooper HH and Jacob CE (1946) A generalized graphical method for evaluating formation constants and summarizing well-field history, Eos, Transactions of the American
Geophysical Union 27(4): 526-534.
T1935 = Theis CV (1935) The relation between the lowering of the piezometric surface and the rate and duration of discharge of a well using ground-water storage, Eos, Transactions of the
American Geophysical Union 16(2): 519-524.
B1963 = Boulton NS (1963) Analysis of data from non-equilibrium pumping tests allowing for delayed yield from storage, Proceedings of the Institution of Civil Engineers 26(3): 469-482.
CJ1946 = Cooper HH and Jacob CE (1946) A generalized graphical method for evaluating formation constants and summarizing well-field history, Eos, Transactions of the American
Geophysical Union 27(4): 526-534.
H1960 = Hantush MS (1960) Modification of the theory of leaky aquifers, Journal of Geophysical Research 65(11): 3713-3725.
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HJ1955 = Hantush MS and Jacob CE (1955) Non-steady radial flow in an infinite leaky aquifer, Eos, Transactions of the American Geophysical Union 36(1): 95-100.
N1975 = Neuman SP (1975) Analysis of pumping test data from anisotropic unconfined aquifers considering delayed gravity response, Water Resources Research 11(2): 329-342.
T1935 = Theis CV (1935) The relation between the lowering of the piezometric surface and the rate and duration of discharge of a well using ground-water storage, Eos, Transactions of the
American Geophysical Union 16(2): 519-524.
W1962 = Walton WC (1962) Selected Analytical Methods for Well and Aquifer Evaluation, Bulletin 49, State of Illinois Department of Registration and Education, Urbana, Illinois, USA, 91p.
W1970 = Walton WC (1970) Groundwater Resource Evaluation, McGraw-Hill, New York, NY, USA, 664p.
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Table A 2 Hydraulic properties for Leederville Formation

Observation Observation Observation Analysis
B
bore ID
bore lat
bore long method* (m)

T
(m2/d)

S (unitless)

Kh
(m/d)

Kv

Ss

Ka
(m/d)

(m/d)

Sy
(dimensionless)

(1/m)

KL2OBS

-32.471746947

115.927178200

CJ1946

125

346

6.00E-04

3

–

–

5.00E-06

–

KL2OBS

-32.471746947

115.927178200

CJ1946

125

538

3.00E-04

4

–

–

3.00E-06

–

KL3OBS

-32.483444284

115.922697312

CJ1946

125

393

2.00E-04

3

–

–

2.00E-06

–

KL3OBS

-32.483444284

115.922697312

CJ1946

125

394

1.00E-04

3

–

–

8.00E-06

–

OBS1

#N/A

#N/A

CJ1946

–

380

5.00E-04

–

–

–

–

–

OBS1

#N/A

#N/A

T1935

–

410

5.00E-04

–

–

–

–

–

OBS1

#N/A

#N/A

CJ1946

–

390

2.00E-04

–

–

–

–

–

OBS1

#N/A

#N/A

T1935

–

310

4.00E-04

–

–

–

–

–

OBS2

#N/A

#N/A

CJ1946

–

573

4.00E-03

–

–

–

–

–

OBS2

#N/A

#N/A

T1935

–

665

2.00E-04

–

–

–

–

–

PB1

#N/A

#N/A

CJ1946

–

597

3.00E-04

–

–

–

–

–

PB1

#N/A

#N/A

T1935

–

414

5.00E-04

–

–

–

–

–

Observation Observation Observation Analysis
B
bore ID
bore lat
bore long
method* (m)

T

S

(m2/d)

((dimensionless)

Kh
(m/d)

Ka
(m/d)

Ss (/m)

Sy
(dimensionless)

Table A 3 Hydraulic properties for Cattamara Formation

Kv
(m/d)

AM61Y

-32.348826040

115.975973590

B1963

80

340

1.50E-05

4

–

–

2.00E-07

–

AM61Y

-32.348826040

115.975973590

B1963

80

270

4.00E-04

3

–

–

5.00E-06

–

AM61Y

-32.348826040

115.975973590

W1970

80

420

1.00E-05

5

–

–

1.00E-07

–

#N/A

#N/A

CJ1946

–

620

5.00E-06

–

–

–

–

–

NAM-MB-01
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A.3

Surface-groundwater interaction analysis

This analysis aims at identifying the type of interaction between surface and groundwater in the
Peel study area based on the best available data, which would inform how such processes are
represented in groundwater models. An assessment was carried out to better understand the
interaction between the Superficial Formations and three river systems, namely, Serpentine River,
Karnet Brook, and Nambeelup Brook (Figure A 8; blue, green, and orange encircled areas,
respectively). Where gauged data was available (Figure A 8, red triangles, Locations 3, 8, 11, and
12), the AHD stage was compared with the closest AHD groundwater level to identify whether a
river was gaining or losing. In areas where gauged data was not available, the AHD natural ground
level at specific locations were derived from the DEM to identify approximate streambed levels
(Figure A 8, red circles; Locations 1-2, 4-7, 9, 10, 13). More detail field observations are required to
validate the analysis.

1112. 1
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16.

17.
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21.

34.8

33.

1 31.

3

Figure A 8 PIWI study area showing rivers, gauges and groundwater bores included in the SW-GW analysis
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Analysis involved comparison at 13 locations; note that one cannot conclude what the condition is
based on riverbed level as the water level is lacking. Furthermore, and especially in areas where
groundwater bores were remote from the points of interest, AHD groundwater levels at the points
of interest were derived from surfaces (contours) that had previously been prepared for the area.
Hence, this analysis has a significant uncertainty as conclusive evidence can only be made based
on actual river stage data and a close by groundwater bore.
For the Serpentine River, the analysis included two gauges, 614030 (Location 12) and 614114
(Location 11), and three other points that are close to groundwater bores (Locations 9, 10 and 13).
For Karnet Brook, the analysis included one gauge (614094 at Location 8), and four other points
that are close to groundwater bores (Locations 4, 5, 6, and 7). For Nambeelup Brook, the analysis
included one gauge (614063 at Location 3), and two other points that are close to groundwater
bores (Locations 1 and 2). Note that using an approximate ground level derived from the DEM can
only facilitate making subjective decisions about the type of connection between surface and
groundwater. If one assumes that DEM-derived riverbed level estimates are reliable enough, then
a decision can be made that a stream is losing when the groundwater level is well below the
riverbed level, however, when the groundwater level fluctuates around the streambed level, a
decision cannot be made as the water level in the stream is unknown.

A.3.1 Analysis for Nambeelup Brook:
Location 1: analysis based on riverbed level derived from DEM and (close by) groundwater bore
61410149; Figure A 9.
Type of connection: potentially gaining (inconclusive as stage heights are unavailable).

@ Location 1
34

Level AHD (m)

33.5
33

32.5
GW bore 61410149
32
31.5
12/1973

Riverbed level @ Location 1
05/1979

11/1984

05/1990

10/1995

04/2001

10/2006

04/2012

09/2017

Date
Figure A 9 Hydrographs for location 1
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Location 2: analysis based on riverbed level derived from DEM and (close by) groundwater bore
61410127; Figure A 10.
Type of connection: data cannot support a conclusion at this location, but the riverbed level
suggests that the river might have an active interaction with the river.

@ Location 2
23

Level AHD (m)

22.5
22
21.5
21
GW bore 61410127

20.5

Riverbed level @ Location 2
20
12/1973

05/1979

11/1984

05/1990

10/1995
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10/2006

04/2012

09/2017

Date
Figure A 10 Hydrographs for location 2

Location 3 (@ Gauge 614063): analysis based on river stage derived from Gauge 614063 and
groundwater bore 61410683; Error! Reference source not found..
Type of connection: certainly losing
Gauge 614063 has a continuous record for the 2006-2016 period; during this period, flow days
have dropped from around 250 days to as low as 150 days.

@ Location 3 (Gauge 614063)
10
River stage; 614063

Level AHD (m)

9

GW bore 61410683

8

Zero flow stage

7
6
5
4
3
01/2004

10/2006

07/2009

04/2012

12/2014

09/2017

06/2020

Date
Figure A 11 Hydrographs for location 3
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A.3.2 Analysis for Karnet Brook
Location 4: analysis based on riverbed level derived from DEM and groundwater bore 61410150
(located about 2 km north of Location 4) ; Figure A 12.
Type of connection: certainly losing

@ Location 4

37

Level AHD (m)

35
33
31
29

61410150

27

Riverbed level @ Location 4

25
12/1973

05/1979

11/1984

05/1990

10/1995
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10/2006

04/2012

09/2017

Date
Figure A 12 Hydrographs for location 4

Location 5: analysis based on riverbed level derived from DEM and groundwater bore 61410150
(located about 2 km south of Location 5) ; Figure A 13.
Type of connection: certainly losing

@ Location 5
36

Level AHD (m)

35
34
33
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31
30

61410143

29
28
12/1973

Riverbed level @ Location 5
05/1979
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Figure A 13 Hydrographs for location 5
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Location 6: analysis based on riverbed level derived from DEM, groundwater bore 61410150
(located about 1 km north of Location 6), and groundwater level contours (2016); Figure A 14.
Type of connection: certainly losing

@ Location 6
18
GW Bore 61410128

17.5

Riverbed level @ Location 6

Level AHD (m)

17
16.5

GW level (derived from contours) @ Location 6

16
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14
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10/2006

04/2012

09/2017

Date
Figure A 14 Hydrographs for location 6

Location 7: analysis based on riverbed level derived from DEM, groundwater bore 61410113
(located about 3 km south of Location 7), and groundwater level contours (2016) ; Figure A 15.
Type of connection: potentially gaining but inconclusive as stage heights are unavailable

@ Location 7
22
21

Level AHD (m)

20
19
18
GW Bore 61410113

17

GW level (derived from contours) @ Location 7

16

Streambed level @ Location 7
15
12/1973

05/1979

11/1984

05/1990

10/1995

04/2001

10/2006

04/2012

09/2017

Date
Figure A 15 Hydrographs for location 7
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Location 8 (@ Gauge 614094): analysis based on river stage derived from Gauge 614094 and
groundwater bore 61410089; Figure A 16.
Type of connection: certainly losing now (may have been gaining in the past)
Gauge has continuous record for 2006-2016 period, during which flow was continuous.

@ Location 8 (Gauge 614094)

17
16.5

Level AHD (m)

16
15.5
15
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Stage 614094
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GW bore 61410089
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Zero flow stage

12
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11/1984

05/1990

10/1995

04/2001

10/2006

04/2012

09/2017

Date
Figure A 16 Hydrographs for location 8

A.3.3 Analysis for Serpentine River
Location 9: analysis based on riverbed level derived from DEM, groundwater bores 61410146 and
61410147 (located about 1 km north of Location 9 and 1.8 km south of Location 9, respectively),
and groundwater level contours (2016). There is a gradient from Bore 61410146 towards
61410147 with groundwater at Location 9 likely to be somewhere in between (as shown on
groundwater contours with groundwater level being equal to streambed level); Figure A 17.
Type of connection: most likely losing

@ Location 9

21

Level AHD (m)

19
17
15

GW Bore 61410146

13

GW Bore 61410147

11
12/1973

08/1987

04/2001
Date

12/2014

Figure A 17 Hydrographs for location 9
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Location 10: analysis based on riverbed level derived from DEM, groundwater bores 61410129
and 61410116 (located about 1.5 km north of Location 10 and 1.8 km south of Location 10,
respectively), and groundwater level contours (2016); Figure A 18.
Type of connection: certainly losing

@ Location 10

13
12

Level AHD (m)

11
10
9

GW Bore 61410129

8
7
6
12/1973

GW Bore 61410116

02/1982

05/1990

07/1998
Date

10/2006

12/2014

Figure A 18 Hydrographs for location 10

Location 11 (@ Gauge 614114): analysis based on AHD stage height from Gauge 614114,
groundwater bores 61410129 and 61410091 (located about 2.7 km north east of Location 11 and
4.6 km south west of Location 11, respectively), and groundwater level contours (2016); Figure A
19.
Type of connection: certainly losing; Gauge 614114 has a reliable flow record since 2001, flow is
mostly continuous throughout the year with a few exceptions when flow was for 300 days per
annum.

@ Location 11 (Gauge 614114)
12

Level AHD (m)

10
8

6

Gauge 614114

4

Zero-flow stage

2
12/1973 05/1979 11/1984 05/1990 10/1995
Date 04/2001 10/2006 04/2012 09/2017
Figure A 19 Hydrographs for location 11
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Location 12 (@ Gauge 614030): analysis based on river stage derived from Gauge 614030,
groundwater bores 61410093 (2.2 km north of Location 12) and 61410091 (3.3 km south of
Location 12), and level derived from groundwater contours (2016); Figure A 20.
Type of connection: certainly losing; Gauge has a reliable record since 1981, with fluctuating no
flow periods of up to 150 days per annum.

@ Location 12 (Gauge 614030)
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Date
Figure A 20 Hydrographs for location 12

Location 13: analysis based on riverbed level derived from DEM, groundwater bore 61410081 (2.7
km north east of Location 13), and level derived from groundwater contours (2016); Figure A 21.
Type of connection: most likely gaining (not certain as conclusion is not based on actual stage
heights).

@Location 13

5

Level AHD (m)

4
3
2
1

GW bore 61410081
GW level (derived from contours) @ Location 13
Streambed level @ Location 13

0
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Figure A 21 Hydrographs for location 13
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A.4

Saline wedge along western boundary

This appendix investigates the potential implications associated with extracting water in the close
vicinity of the western boundary of the PIWI region where a saline wedge has been discovered
(Section 5.3.2, Barron et al., 2019)). A particle tracking modelling approach was adopted to identify
the time scales associated with the migration of saline water from the western boundary towards
potential extraction points. In addition, the interaction across multiple extraction points was also
investigated. The analysis does not consider density effects as such are processes are accounted
for in the more advanced modelling option (e.g., Sea Water Intrusion Package for MODFLOW).
A Modflow model was built for this purpose; it represents a flow domain measuring 10 km by 10
km discretised into 100 m cells with a constant head boundary on the western side and no flow
boundaries on the three other sides. A constant head of 20 m was implemented with an equal
head as a starting initial condition across the entire flow domain (saturated aquifer thickness of 20
m resembling the condition in the Superficial Formation). Hydraulic conductivity K=10 m/day and
specific yield is equal to 0.2, which are typical of a sandy aquifer in the western side of the
Superficial Formation).
Various extraction rates, from 500 m3/day to 2000 m3/day, and distances to the constant head
boundary from 50 m to 1800 m, were carried out to identify how they would impact travel times.
An additional extraction point was introduced along the constant head boundary to investigate
the potential interaction between the two points. One hundred tracking particles were introduced
along a 5 km stretch of the constant head boundary, the Modpath package of Modflow estimates
travel times from the constant head boundary to the extraction point (the western boundary of
the cell that contains the pumping well in Modflow). No lateral fluxes towards the western
boundary were implemented which lead to more conservative outcomes.

A.4.1 Extraction rates and distances to the constant head boundary
Figure A 22 Figure A 23 shows the travel times for selected scenarios. For a certain pumping
location (either one of the four data sets shown in Figure A 22), the relationship between travel
time and pumping rate is linear, that is, doubling the rate almost results in halving the travel time.
This concept, which was demonstrated for head responses (Section 3.1, Eq. 2), obviously also
applies for fluxes. However, varying the distance results in a non-linear response, which indicates
that placing an extraction point further away from the constant head boundary is much more
effective than limiting the extraction rate. This is obvious in Figure A 22 where doubling the
distance translates into a much higher travel time (much more than double). The path lines of the
tracking particles are shown in Figure A 23 (three dotted red lines in Figure D.2B).
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Figure A 22 Travel times for various extraction rates and locations from constant head boundary

It seems that for the aquifer parameters that were used in this test case, placing new extraction
points at least 1-2 km away from the constant head boundary would significantly mitigate any
potential migration of salinity.

A.4.2 The interaction across multiple extraction points
One would assume that placing multiple extraction points at this distance would be result in an
additive impact, so the question that poses itself, how separated should individual extraction
points be such that their individual impacts not be additive? Rassam (2011) reported an analytical
solution that describes the spatial distribution of fluxes along a river due an extraction point at
some distance, ‘d’ (e.g., Figure A 22). He concluded that 50% of the flux is sourced from a 2d-wide
strip that is directly opposite to the extraction point (1d on either side), which suggests that
placing individual extraction points at distances larger than 2d would greatly reduce any impact
interactions between the two sources.
The particle tracking analysis shown in Figure A 23B confirms this conclusion where it is evident
that a distance of about 2d, the interaction is minimal. This was confirmed by conducting two
separate simulations with one extraction source (Figure A 23A) and two sources that are 2d apart
(Figure A 23C).
It can be concluded that separating individual extraction sources by a distance equal to 2-3 times
the distance to the constant head boundary (which represents the source of contamination, or
salinity in this case) would minimise the cumulative impacts of multiple extraction points.
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Figure A 23 Interaction among multiple extraction points
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A.5

Influence of proximity to rivers

Depending the difference in head between a river and the underlying aquifer, a river can be a
discharge boundary (gaining river) or a recharge boundary (losing river). In both cases, they have a
significant influence on the head distribution within the aquifer. Therefore, including rivers within
groundwater models has a significant impact on the modelling outcomes. Identifying the relevant
parameters, which include river width, river stage, and riverbed resistance, is not a straight
forward task. A more challenging undertaking is establishing the perenniality of the river, which
requires gauge records that lack in many cases. This issue is very important, because in a
groundwater model, a river constitutes an infinite source of water. In the case of estimating
drawdown due to groundwater extraction, the drawdown cone will continue to expand until it
finds a perpetual source of water.
To highlight the importance of including rivers in groundwater models, a pilot Timml simulation
similar to that presented in Section 3.5 was carried out but with only one point extracting 3000
m3/day (located at x=12,000 m and y=14000 m). With no recharge simulated, Figure A 24 shows
that drawdown cone has extended for many kilometres all the way to the western boundary,
which is the only water source that replenishes the aquifer.

Figure A 24 Head contours due to extraction with constant head on western boundary (at x=0)

A river is introduced in the middle of the flow domain (from x=8000 to 16,000 m; y=12,000 m) and
is assumed to have no riverbed resistance (R=0). Figure A 25 shows the drastic change in head
contours compared to the previous case shown in Figure A 24; with the riverbed having no
resistance to flow, the extraction was almost entirely sourced from the close by river, which
greatly reduced maximum drawdown and completely transformed the flow problem into a new
one where the western boundary became almost irrelevant.
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Figure A 25 Head contours due to extraction with constant head on western boundary (at x=0) and river (outlined in
blue) with no riverbed resistance

The simulation was repeated with a more realistic assumption where the riverbed does have some
resistance to flow (R=10 days). Figure A 26 shows that the river did have a great impact on heads
contours compared to the case with no river, however, with the riverbed now resisting flow, the
extracted water is now being jointly sourced from the constant head boundary and river. This
highlights the sensitivity of heads to riverbed resistance, a very hard parameter to evaluate.
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Figure A 26 Head contours due to extraction with constant head on western boundary (at x=0) and river (outlined in
blue) with riverbed resistance R=10 days

Groundwater extraction should also be looked at from the river’s perspective as well as it
enhances river recharge (for the case of losing rivers) and captures discharge (water that would
have otherwise discharged to the river); this largely affects river base flow, which is mostly critical
during low flow conditions and has significant ecological impacts. The time scales during which
those processes occur are a function of aquifer transmissivity, specific yield, and the distance
between the extraction point and the river edge. Here, we adopt an explicit analytical solution to
demonstrate the factors that dictate the cumulative flux response at the river due to an
extraction; note that here we use a non-dimensional flux response where unity refers to a steady
state where the entire extraction volume is sourced from the river and zero means that the
drawdown cone has not reached the river yet.
The cumulative flux response resulting from a stress (recharge or extraction point) applied to a
semi-infinite system with two orthogonal rivers similar to that shown in Figure A 27, is given by
(Hantush, 1967):
𝑎

𝑏

𝐹(𝑎, 𝑏, 𝑡) = 1 − 𝑒𝑟𝑓 2√𝐷𝑡 × 𝑒𝑟𝑓 2√𝐷𝑡

(Eq. 7)

Where F(a,b,t) is the cumulative flux response realised at the river edge, D is aquifer diffusivity
(transmissivity divided by specific yield), ‘a’ and ‘b’ are distances to the river edges as shown in
Figure A 27, t is time, and erf is the error function. Eq. 7 reverts to the classical solution of Glover
and Balmer (1954) for stream depletion with a single river when ‘b’ becomes very large relative to
‘a’. The flux response F refers the fraction of recharge/extraction that is sourced from the river at
time ‘t’, thus representing the cumulative impact on the river, which at very large times
approaches unity (that is, all the extraction is sourced from the river with the pressure heads in
the aquifer reaching a steady state). The actual flux at the river can easily be calculated by
multiplying the flux response defined in Eq. 7 by the extraction rate at the well.

River

Infinite in other
two directions

Extraction Point

a
b

River
Extraction from an aquifer with two
orthogonal rivers (top view)
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Figure A 27 Aquifer with two orthogonal rivers and infinite boundaries on opposite sides

We consider an aquifer having a thickness of 10 m and a specific yield of 0.05 with one river
boundary (assume b is infinite in Eq. 7). Figure A 28 shows that flux response is linearly related to
aquifer transmissivity, that is, reducing K from 10 to 0.1 m/day (100 fold reduction) results in
increasing the time to realise any flux response also by 100 folds (for example, refer to red and
black series: to arrive at response = 0.5, for K=10 m/day time is 0.39 year, and for K=0.10 m/day
time is 39 years). However, the flux response varies in a non-linear manner with respect to the
distance between the extraction point and the river boundary. For example, increasing the
distance ‘a’ from 500 to 1000 m (2 fold increase) results to increasing the time to realise any flux
response by 4 folds (refer to red and blue series: to arrive at response = 0.5, for a=500 m time is
0.39 year, and for a=1000 m time is 1.56 years). In fact, the flux response varies inversely with the
square of the distance between the extraction point and the river, which implicitly mean that
placing extraction points away from the river greatly delays their impacts.

Cumulative flux response

The existence of two discharge edges implicitly implies a reduction in the effective distance to the
river, and hence results in a quicker flux response. Figure A 29 demonstrates this phenomenon.
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Figure A 28 Flux response due to extraction at distance ‘a’ from a single river
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Cumulative flux response
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Figure A 29 Figure E.6: Flux response due to extraction at distance ‘a’ and ‘b’ to two orthogonal rivers
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